CORINTH, 1985: EAST OF THE THEATER
(PLATES

25-37)

HE 1985 EXCAVATIONS of the American School of Classical Studies at Ancient
Corinth were a direct continuation of work done east of the Theater by the School
between1983 and 1984.1 Excavation focused on three contiguousbuildings which line the
east side of East Theater Street (P1. 25). The work revealedthe many similaritiesthat exist
between the northernmosttwo of these structures,Buildings 1 and 3. The ground floor in
both buildings appears to have been devotedto the preparationof foods, perhaps in large
part for the delectation of theater crowds. The southernmoststructureof the three on the
east side of the street, now called Building 5, is of a completely different plan, as yet not
completely excavated and thus remaining unidentified in function. Some work also was
done between the street and the Theater along the west side of East Theater Streetwhere, in
places, the earliest Roman levels of Corinth were reached. Only under the northwest and
west rooms of Building 5 were pre-Roman levels explored. Under the former, pure Geometricmaterial was found in a pit, while slightly west of that pit a line of five thronesof preRoman period were found cut into bedrock.

T

'C. K. Williams, II and Orestes H. Zervos, Hesperia 53, 1984, pp. 1-47, pls. 1-12; eidem, Hesperia 54,
1985, pp. 55-96, pls. 6-18. Again in 1985 excavationin Ancient Corinth by the AmericanSchool of Classical
Studies at Athens was made possible thanks to the Greek ArchaeologicalServiceand its Director, I. Tzedakis.
The cooperation of the Greek Archaeological Ephoreia of the Argolid and Corinthia helped much in the
success of the enterprise. The Director of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, Professor
Stephen G. Miller, continued his wholehearted support of the Corinth Excavations and its research.
Dr. Bookidisonce again performedall the demandingduties of museum curator,as well as helping in the resolution of various difficulties as they arose. Mr. A. Arborereswas foreman;Miss S. Bouzaki was excavation
conservator;technicians were N. Didaskalou, A. Papaioannou, and G. Arboreres.Misses I. Ioannidou and
L. Bartzioti were, as in the past, photographersof the site and objects.I here express thanks and gratitudefor
the help I have receivedfrom everyoneconcerned.
I would also like to express my indebtednessto the trench supervisorsof the 1985 season, who by their
patience and attentionin the field and by their accuraterecordinghave made the following East of the Theater
report possible. They were Miss E. A. Meyer, Messrs. M. F. Arnush, M. B. Garrison, P. M. Thomas, and
Dr. B. Johnson. Misses K. Risser and P. Stecconeworked on museum projects;Mr. G. M. Hedreen supervised a test trench dug in a field southwest of Temple E during July and August.
Works frequently cited are abbreviatedas follows:
J. Perlsweig, The Athenian Agora, VII, Lamps of the Roman Period, Princeton
Agora VII=
1961
= 0. Broneer, Corinth, IV, ii, TerracottaLamps, Cambridge,Mass. 1930
Corinth IV, ii
Williams and Zervos,=Charles K. Williams, II and Orestes H. Zervos, "Corinth, 1981: East of the
1981
Theater," Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 115-163
Williams and Zervos,= Charles K. Williams, II and Orestes H. Zervos, "Corinth, 1982: East of the
1982
Theater," Hesperia 52, 1983, pp. 1-47
Williams and Zervos,= Charles K. Williams, II and Orestes H. Zervos, "Corinth, 1983: The Route to
1983
Sikyon,"Hesperia 53, 1984, pp. 83-122
Williams and Zervos,=Charles K. Williams, II and Orestes H. Zervos, "Corinth, 1984: East of the
1984
Theater," Hesperia 54, 1985, pp. 55-96
Hesperia55, 2
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BUILDING 1
(P1.26)
Building 1 was explored only in part during the 1983 and 1984 excavationseasons. Most of
what had not been revealed then was examined this year. Although it is the first building
with its entranceonto East Theater Streetsouth of the paved East Theater Court, it appears
not to be the first Roman building to have occupied that site. A complex of earlier Roman
walls, still only partially excavatedby the end of the 1985 season, and reservoir1984-1 now
have been revealedbelow the floor at the northwest cornerof Building 1.
Building 1 deservesa detailed review at this moment since little more of the structureis
planned to be excavated in the near future. On the present evidence Building 1, in its first
phase, was a rectangularstructurebuilt of good materials and with superiorworkmanship.
Its west wall, which served as the main facade and faced East Theater Street, was built of
large poros orthostates, above which now balances a more carelessly constructedterrace
wall of the 2nd century after Christ. The north wall of Building 1 is almost completely
robbedof its blocks, even its foundations.Only the northwest cornerof the northwest room
remains to attest the original position of that wall. The east wall of the building is robbedof
everythingexcept its heavy and extremely wide cement-and-rubblefooting. Near its north
end this foundation covers the west end of reservoir 1984-1; the exact northern terminal
point of the wall, however, is completely missing, having been totally removed by later
workmen gathering up building material. The majorityof its length toward the south end
lies under unexcavated fill. Other than the eastern foundation and the west wall of the
building, all that is preserved of Building 1 appears to be part of an extensive but rather
poor reconstructionin which blocks were reset without special care, in opus africanum and
employing mud infill.
The plan of Building 1, as now exposed, very closely resemblesthat of Building'3, but
three noticeable differences existed between the two. First, although both the northwest
room of Building 3 and the northwest room of Building 1 were equipped with ovens, the
room in Building 1 was 1.40 m. longer from north to south than its counterpartin Building
3. (Compareoven area of Building 1 in Plate 26, lower half of photograph,with oven area
of Building 3 in Plate 28:b.) Thus at the northwest corner of the room, between the ovens
and the north wall of Building 1, space existed for adding a window-counter 1.40 m. wide
which opened onto the street. This window apparently was designed less to bring in light
and air than to allow one to sell prepared foods to passers-by on East Theater Street. Second, the elevation of the floor of Building 1 was at least one meter lower than that of the
southwest room of Building 3. (The floor of the southwestroomof Building 1 stoodat about
66.02 m. above sea level, that of the southwest room of Building 3 at + 67.06 m.) The third
differencebetween the buildings was in the material found on their floors. In the southwest
room of Building 3 were found about 170 kilogramsof animal bones. The southwest room
of Building 1 containedno such debris;instead,on the floor were found only crushedpottery
and collapsed debris in which was a concentrationof large, rectangularporos blocks. This
fall contained at least 24 tightly packed, poros wall blocks, found lying as they had fallen.
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Because they were found only in the west side of the room, it can be speculatedwith a high
degreeof probabilitythat the blocks represent,almost in toto, collapse fromthe street fapade
of Building 1. In Building 3 the debris appears to have fallen from the opposite or east side
where a much higher percentageof the displacedfabricwas mud and mud brick,with many
fewer poros blocks.
Whatever,precisely, was the original plan of Building 1, its final arrangementwas that
of two large rooms along East Theater Street with smaller rooms at the back, or eastern
side, of the building (Fig. 1). Ingress from the street was obtainedat the southwest cornerof
the northwestroom. Immediatelynorth of the entranceand rangedagainst the inside face of
the west wall of the room were two ovens and the window-countermentionedabove. The
two preservedovens in this room were describedpreviouslyas re-used pithoi which in their
second use had horizontal tile floors installed in them. "These pithoi in their second use
were not waterproof.Found within them were remains of carbonizedreeds or rushes."2At
the time of excavationthese constructionswere not recognizedas two distinct types of oven,
but now, by comparisonwith similar structuresfound in the northwestroom of Building 3,
one can see that they are terracottadomed ovens. The northernone was probablydesigned
only to warm foods, since it has no provision in its side for a vent to circulate air around a
fire or embers. The diameter of the southern oven is 1.05 m., or 0.17 m. more than that of
the first; its wall is puncturedin its southwest quadrant, facing the door to the street, by a
nearly parabolic-shapedopening. This opening, 0.36 m. wide, would have provideda draft
to any fire built therein. Both these domedovens have their side walls packedaroundwith a
heavy layer of insulating white-gray marl. The ovens would have been open topped to
facilitate the maintenanceof a fire, the addition of new coals, and the placing of whatever
pots or grills might be warmed there. Because of these ovens in Building 1 and of their
parallels within Building 3, the northwestroom in both Buildings 1 and 3 can be identified
as a kitchen with a fair degree of confidence.
Other features in the northwest room of Building 1 deserveto be noted. By comparison
with the kitchen of Building 3, one might have expectedto find a large, domedbaking oven
with side door. But in that area in Building 1 where such an oven might be expected, the
floor was destroyedby a long, north-south Byzantinetrench.This disturbanceis the continuation of a drainage ditch that has been traced running northwardfrom a damagedspot in
the terracednorth wall of Building 5, through Building 3, where it damagedthe west side of
the largestof the three ovens, through the west side of Building 1, and then northwardalong
the east side of the paved sidewalk at the south end of East Theater Court.3
In the southeast corner of the kitchen of Building 1, excavatedin 1984, is preserveda
small, rectangular,open hearth with tiled floor. This was built against the east wall of the
room and against the side of a bench 1.75 m. long and between 0.62 and 0.67 m. wide. The
bench extendedfrom the southeastcornerof the kitchento a doorwaythat gave accessto the
large room to its south.
2 Williams and Zervos, 1984, p.
3

56.
Williams and Zervos, 1984, Coin Unit II, p. 82.
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The southwest room of Building 1 was basically rectangular, with solid walls on its
south and west sides; probably the east wall also was uninterruptedby openings, but because of a later drain which had been constructedthrough the northeast quadrant of the
roomand through its east and north walls, one cannotbe absolutelycertainabout the design
of the full run of the west wall. The eastjamb of the door from the kitchenis still preserved,
but its west jamb and with it the exact width of the passage has been lost becauseof the later
drain. Enough of the opening remains, however, to indicate that the door had a wooden
threshold and jamb. Thus one can safely restore here a wooden door. As with all other
ground-floorrooms of Building 1 thus far excavated,the floor of the southwestroom was of
earth overlaid by a layer of white marl. Nothing was found on the floor of that room that
aids in identifying its function, except some fine pottery, glass, and a rather elaboratebone
spoon, 1, all badly fragmented.
1. Bone spoon with leaf volutes
P1.27
MF-1985-29. P.L. 0.078; W. of bowl 0.029 m.
Spoon with elongated and slightly concave, oval
bowl;transitionbetween bowl and handle flankedby

antithetically curved acanthus leaves with serrated
edges. Iron(?) handle was once joined to bone bowl
by two bronze rivets.

A large number of poros wall blocks had tumbled onto the floor in the western half of
the southwest room (see p. 131 above). They probablyhad fallen from the street facade of
Building 1 and were then buriedto their tops in a debrisof red clay with mud bricks,heavily
flecked with carbon. The mud brick contained a high concentrationof pottery, mainly
coarse ware, among which were about 35 one-handled utilitarian jars, all very much the
same in size, fabric, and design. 2, below, has been selectedto illustrate the type.
P1.27
2. One-handled coarse-warejar
C-1985-92. H. 0.289; diam. of foot 0.071, of body
0.172, of rim 0.052 m.
Fine, buff Corinthian clay with occasional lime
inclusions, some fine voids, slightly darker than
7.5YR 8/3.
Jar with irregularlytrimmed foot, conical undersurface and ovoid body. High, narrow neck; upper
part contracts to a diameter of 0.036 m. at base of
rim. Rim flares, flat and slightly grooved on top,
sloping toward inside wall. Ridged strap handle, attached at outer shoulder, rises vertically to turn
down to meet neck just below point of contraction.

Four fine grooves on lower body, probably turning
marks. Faint shoulder groove at lower handle attachment.Jar totally unglazed.
Pot has a capacityof ca. 2.50 liters.
Similarjars were found in similar destructiondebris in 1985 but over the south side of the northwest
room. See Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 57, no. 3,
fig. 1. The jar was there dated "secondor third quarter of 3rd century after Christ"by its context. Excavation this year indicates, however, that the stratum
should probably be considered to be of the second
quarter of the 2nd century.

At the level from which the one-handled jars were recovered,but at points farther
north, were found in an earlier season an almost complete, roulettedred-ware bowl and a
two-handledimpasto bowl.4 Because all this materialwas found resting on top of the lowest
4 See Williams and Zervos, 1984, p.

58: roulettedbowl no. 6, C-1984-49, impasto bowl no. 5, C-1984-48.
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stratum of mud debris in which were buried a large number of tumbled wall blocks, one
must concludethat the pottery under discussioncame from a secondstory or, possibly, from
storage racks just below ceiling level in the ground-floorsouthwest room. If this ceramic
debris is to be identifiedas fall from the second floor, then one might logically propose that
at least one room of the upper floor had been devotedto storageof liquid, probablywine, in
one-handled,coarse-warejars.
Although very little evidence exists to posit a reoccupationof Building 1 after its destructionin the 2nd century,there are a few indicationsof use through the 3rd century.5No
stratifiedlevels exist here, however, between the end of the 3rd centuryand the Late Byzantine period. A heavy debris of mud brick (see p. 133 above) with numerousflecksof carbon,
some rather large, overlaidthe floor of the 1st and 2nd century after Christ in the southern
half of the building and coveredpart of the northwestroom as well. Most of the potteryfrom
this fill was fire scarred,servingas a visual testimonythat the containershad been caught in
a fire and burnt only after they had broken. One can also see in the southwest room of
Building 1 the remains of a built drain that ran throughthis fill from southeastto northwest
across the room to join the street drain of East Theater Street (P1. 26). Along most of the
length of the drain mud-brick and carbon debris separates it from the floor of the room, a
definite indication that the drain had been built into the debris after the building had collapsed, not before.
The drain was constructedwith cementedrubble side walls, poor slabs of poros for the
cover, almost all ill fitting, and a well-laid floor of Roman pan tiles, each stampedin its top
surface with the name of KOKKHIANHI, a Greek version of the Roman name Cocceianus. Although written in Greek, the name is Latin and may illustrate the tendency of the
post-Hadrianic occupantsin Corinth to speak Greek.6
BUILDING 3
(Pls. 25, 26:a, b)
Building 3 occupied about 9.70 meters of frontage along East Theater Street immediately
south of Building 1, starting at ca. 11.20 m. south of the street gate that opened into the
northeast paved court of the Theater. Behind the facade of this building were at least four
The northwest room of Building 1 appears to have been reoccupiedand used at least into the reign of
Probus, for a coin of that emperor was found within a masonry constructionon the floor. See Coin Unit V,
Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 82. Probablyto be dated to this seconduse is a higher floor at the west side of
the room, associablewith the window in the fapadewall there. That window was narrowedat some late date
probablyfor use as a door. The re-use should be connectedwith a high, late road metal in East Theater Street
and with a high floor inside the building, with which is associateda secondcoin of Probus. See Coin Unit IV,
Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 82. This floor sealed the ovens that line the west side of the room and their
contents,including an amphoraneck with a CAEDICIAE stamp. See Williams and Zervos, 1984, pp. 56-57.
The amphoraand stamp can be dated between the late 1st centuryafter Christ and A.D. 146. In Williams and
Zervos, 1984, however, a longer life span for this type of amphora was suggested, based on what then was
known about the stratigraphyof Building 1.
6J. H. Kent, Corinth, VIII, iii, The Inscriptions, 1926-1950, Princeton 1966, pp. 18-19. See also
CIG III, nos. 4070 and 4079; I thank ProfessorJ. M. Mills for the reference.Other appearancesof this stamp
are from the CorinthianAsklepieion, cf. FP 53, FP 54, and, probably,FP 55.
I
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rooms, the two largest of which together occupied the full north-south length of the structure. The north wall of the northern of these two rooms was about six meters long and
servedas a party wall with Building 1. The south wall was about 0.25 m. shorter;the room
measuredbetween 4.40 and 4.50 m. from north to south.
Access to the building was gained through the northwesternroom, 0.32 to 1.88 m. from
its southwest corner, and only through this room was circulation possible on the ground
floor. Access into the eastern rooms was by an opening in the northeastcornerof the northwest room;cuttings on the southjamb of the opening show that it had been closedby a door,
which, apparently,could be bolted. Entranceinto the southwestroomwas through an opening 0.85 m. wide in the south wall, 1.55 m. west of the southeastcorner.This opening had a
wooden threshold,well carbonizedby the time it was excavatedin 1985, and a cutting for a
door bolt in its east jamb.
The northwest room is identified as a kitchen, for it still preservesthe remains of three
tile-floored,domedovens (P1. 28:b). The two smaller ovens, with interior diametersof 0.95
and 0.67 m., stood along the west wall north of the entrancefrom the street, while the third
and largest, with an interior diameterof 1.42 m., was built against the north wall, between
1.80 and 3.75 m. from the northwest cornerof the room (Pls. 27:a [at left], 28:b, 29:a). The
largestoven appearsto have been built with a flue, probablymore to circulatethe air than to
draw away the smoke. The flue was probably carried to the roof within the north kitchen
wall, which, as mentionedabove, also servedas the party wall between Buildings 1 and 3.7
This conclusionis derivedfrom fragmentsof terracottaflue pipes that were recoveredmixed
in among the clay and blocks lying along the south side of the southwest roomof Building 1.
Some of this debris is, apparently, what collapsed from the north wall of the kitchen.
3.

Fragmentarytubulus
P1.27
FM-131. P.W. 0.098 m.; full length and width
are not preserved.
Local pinkish tan clay, buff exterior surface,
poorly compacted,without temper; a few nodules of
white clay preserved unmixed within biscuit.

3YR 6/6.
Rectangular flue tile, preserving three sides,
no trace of fourth; one finished end. No flange or

overlapping end joint. Roughly rectangular vent
hole on side 0.098 m. wide, hole itself ca. 0.04 m.
wide. Interior heavily smoke scarred black, also
preservingfinger and tooling marks.
For parallel of about same size, used in a Roman
bath at Corinth, see J. C. Biers, Corinth, XVII, The
Great Bath on the Lechaion Road, Princeton1985,
p. 78, pl. 31, no. 116. This tubulus measures
0.015 x 0.31 m., with a height of 0.345 m.

Evidence also exists for a flue over the more southerly of the two smaller ovens in the
kitchen. A vertical channel 0.30 m. wide exists here between two large wall blocks;it can
still be seen 0.44 m. north of the entrancefrom the street. Although no trace of a terracotta
flue now exists within the wall channel, the space is just the size for setting a flue tile. A flue
would have been convenienthere, for it could thus have satisfactorilyservicedthe oven that
stood by the door.
7 For a parallel for the flue, see the House of the Baker at Pompeii, VI, 2, 6. J.-P. Adam, La construction
romaine:materiauxet techniques,Paris 1984, p. 289, fig. 623, p. 292, fig. 632. Numerous other such examples
exist in Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Ostia.
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About 17.40 kilograms of bones were recoveredfrom the kitchen, mostly from around
and immediately over the ovens. The roots of 14 horns, two third phalanges of differentsized animals, and 67 mandibles,all of sheep/goat, were identifiedin the preliminarysorting. Also representedare a numberof butcheredleg joints, split brain cases, a few rib bones,
and vertebrae,as well as somejaw bones of smaller animals. Only two oyster shells attest to
any appetite for seafood.
The kitchen appears to have had an earlier and a later floor, although tests will have to
be made in the future to certifythis fact. The exposed floor level now preservedin the northwest quadrantof the room stands at 67.25 m. abovesea level;it slopes downwardtowardthe
south. The reasons for suspectingthis not to be original to the building are, first, that this is
the only floor of the building without a well-compactedsurface;in fact, it is the only floor
without a white lime surface. Second, it is higher than any other ground-levelfloor within
the building.
Pl. 30
Eastern Sigillata B bowl, Hayes
Form 80
C-1985-3. H. 0.053; diam. of base 0.068, of rim
0.183 m.
Moderately fine, orange-tan clay, small flecks of
golden mica;a few fine, white inclusions;rough fracture. Slightly metallic orange slip over all, fired to
orange at rim. 5YR 5.5/8 to slightly yellower than
2.5YR 5/6.
About three quarters of bowl preserved; fragments also found in southwest room.
Bowl preserves low ring foot, widely flaring convex body;slightly outward thickenedrim above double groove, with top sloping inward. On interior,
groove below lip, two concentricsteps around slightly recessedfloor.
Similar bowl, C-1985-50, found in destruction
debris over bones dumped within southwest room.

4.

Cf. H. S. Robinson, The Athenian Agora, V,
Pottery of the Roman Period, Princeton 1959, M 31;

lip is not so prominentlyoutturned. Late 1st to first
half of 2nd century after Christ.
Small Roman pitcher in cooking fabric P1.30
C-1985-5. H. 0.12; diam. of base 0.028; max.
diam. (at median) 0.095 m.
Rough, dark gray clay with many sparkling and
sandy inclusions. 5YR 3/1 and grayer.
5.

Pitcher missing one third of neck and rim.
Disk foot, wide globular body with shouldersloping at ca. 45?. High, vertical neck, contractedbelow
sharply outturned rim; rim flat on top, sloping
slightly inwardly. Vertical strap handle attached at
shoulder and rim.
For close but not identical parallel, cf. C-1985-6
from Building 1, found in destructionlevel.
6.

P1.30
Roman stew pot
C-1985-2. H. 0.098; max. diam. 0.198; est. diam.
of rim 0.185 m.

Coarse, reddish brown clay with sparkling and
sandy inclusions, fired darker red brown on inside
than outside, bottomblackened.Core 2.5YR 4/5.
Stew pot preserving most of body, one third of
rim.

Round bottom, very wide, squat globular body,
curving inward to form shoulder, high vertical rim;
inward thickened round lip; horizontal handle on
shoulder and applied against rim just below lip.
Cf. C-1984-62: not as many inclusions nor as
coarse; from under latest floor of northwest room of
Building 5.
7.

Roman cooking-warebaking dish,
P1.30
probably Etrusco-Campanian
C-1985-4. H. 0.062; diam. of bottom 0.30, of
flange 0.323, of edge of horizontal rim 0.420 m.
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Very coarse,reddishbrown clay with many fine to
large white and some red inclusions, much golden
mica. Core varies around 2.5YR 4/5.
Found scattered in kitchen, southwest room, in
debris over northeastand east rooms.
Flat bottom, low vertical, slightly contracting
sides, wide rim tilted up slightly from horizontal
with thickened, round lip. Vertical flange with
groovedlip continues line of body wall.
Cf. C-1985-37, found in destruction debris in
Building 1. See also J. Hayes, "The Villa Dionysos
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Excavations, Knossos: The Pottery," BSA 78, 1983
(pp. 97-169), p. 26, fig. 9, B-1 0, called "basin (?)".
His floorless fragments are dated to the Augustan or
Tiberian period, "with no clear evidence that they
continue in production as late as the second century."
The context in which they were found is, however, of
the Hadrianic period.
At floor level were also found a few bone implements, including two unguent or marrow spoons,
MF-1985-33 and MF-1985-40 (P1. 30).

Like the kitchen to its north, the southwest room of Building 3 did not have a precisely
regular plan (P1. 28:a). Its north-south dimension varied between 4.20 and 4.40 m. Its
east-west dimensionwas 5.60 m. minimum, 5.75 m. maximum. No precise function can be
assigned to the southwest room, for it preservesno distinctivearchitecturalfeatures;in fact
it is most interesting for its barrenness,except for a pier at the center of its south wall, and
the amount of jawbones, horns, and lower-leg bones found piled on the floor in the southwest quarter of the room.
The dry-sieved bones weigh in their uncleaned state approximately 170 kilograms. A
minimum total of 171 fragmentaryor complete sheep/goat horns which are preservedat
their bases, sometimes with parts of the skull still attached, require that at least 86 heads
were discardedin the room. The horns range from 0.11 m. to 0.20 m. in length, attestingto
the wide range in ages of the butcheredanimals. None of the horns had been cut from the
skull in the slaughtering process. Of cloven hoofs, only 86 third phalanges were recovered
from among the sieved bones, giving a statistical count of, at a minimum, 22 sheep/goat.
Mandibles of sheep/goat appear to be greater in numberthan either horns or cloven hoofs,
but the broken conditionof these remains preclude a reliable count without detailed study.
At least one bovidjaw was recovered,but the overwhelmingmajorityof mandiblesare from
sheep/goat. Few ribs and upper vertebraeand almost no pelvic bones are represented.Of
special interest are a few fragmentsof skull, cut in half vertically,one of which shows traces
of charring on its interior. Although shells are rare, fragmentsof at least 17 oyster shells,
fewer scallop and limpet shells, 2 murex, and 1 whorl shell, in all 27, were recoveredfrom
the sieved remains of the southwest room of Building 3. Also from among the bones within
this room were recoveredtwo square-headedbone needles, MF-1985-35 and MF-1985-36
(P1. 31); the shaft of the better preserved instrument is so slender that one is hesitant to
identify it or its companionas threadingneedles used in any kitchen activity.
Close to the center of the east wall of the southwest room was found an amphora that
had been partially buried within the earth floor, through some overlying sandy silt. It contained the remains of a young child which had been buried with the head toward the north.
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P1. 30
Roman transportamphora8
C-1985-90. H. 0.637; max. diam. of body 0.28;
diam. of rim 0.072 m.
Orange-red clay, fired to gray on interior and exterior surfaces, lime and dark red inclusionis
throughout, some lime pocking. 1OR 6/4-5/6
(core); irregular buff-gray to gray slip over all, in
places fired to red. A few sparkling inclusions.
Amphora with ringed toe, blunted and slightly
hollow point; toe rises to ovoid body with greatest
8.

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDING

diameter below the median; narrow shoulder to tall
neck that contractsto rolled rim. Vertical strap handles, attachedto shoulder,rise above point of attachment at neck, then angle down to neck.
For shape, see V. Grace, Amphorasand the Ancient Wine Trade (Excavations of the Athenian
Agora Picture Book No. 6), Princeton 1979, ill. 64,
far right. The Corinthian example, however, is not
normal for pre-Roman Knidian fabric.

3

The southwest room of Building 3 offers the best evidencefor a theoreticalreconstruction of Buildings 1 and 3. The appearanceof Building 3 in its final state can be determined
with a high degree of probabilityeven though the remains in situ vary considerablyin construction techniques. The preservedwest wall of the southwest room stands to a height of
1.88 m. above its floor, capped by a single course of projectingporos blocks, between 0.39
and 0.43 m. high. This wall is constructedwith large poros blocks erected one upon the
next, pier fashion, with the interval between filled by smaller stones and rubble, all solidly
cementedtogether in a Roman building technique known as opus africanum (P1. 26). The
east wall of the room is built slightly differently(P1.28:a). Large ashlar blocks are laid in a
northward directionfor 3.38 m. from the point where the east wall abuts a buttress of the
south wall. The east wall rises in three coursesto a height of 1.97 m. abovefloor level. With
the fourth course of the wall, the constructionchanges. The upper wall, preservedto an
elevation of + 69.762 m., is built in the same technique as that used for the east wall of the
room, that is, with piers of rectangularporos blocks separatedby cement-and-rubbleinfill.
At some point in this wall, now missing, the constructionagain changed,with the poros pier
constructioncontinuing upward but with the infill becoming mud brick. This mud brick
was found fallen in a double layer 2.70 m. deep over the floor. Within the mud brick were
two series of large rectangularporos blocks, 0.43 x 0.65-0.76 m. in size (P1.29:b, c). These
had fallen toward the west from the east wall of the room as though they had been stacked
originally in two piers, one block upon the other. In fact their fallen position suggests that
they had collapsed from their seat on the east wall almost directly opposite the poros pier
blocks of the west wall. Because of the amount of mud brick and clay in which the fallen
blocks were found, as well as because of the lack of stone rubble, it is assumed that the
collapsed upper segment of wall was built as stone piers with mud infill, rising to a minimum of 4.30 m. above the ground floor of the building.
8 The

Roman amphoras in this report are reproducedat a scale of 1:5 following the request of authorities
in Roman amphora studies, not at 1:10 as is customarywith Classical amphoras. See C. Panella, M. Fano,
"Le amfore con anse bifide conservate a Pompeii," Me'thodes classique et methodesformelles dans 1'e'tudedes

amphores(Collection de l'Ecole Francais de Rome 32, Actes du Colloque de Rome, 27-29 Mai 1974), Rome
1977,p. 135.
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The south wall bonds neither with the east nor the west wall of the room (see below,
p. 141). Also, slightly north of the south wall, the white lime floor was found to break in a
straight east-west line. It does not extend to the south wall and is in no way connectedwith
it. In view of the jointing between walls, the differencein constructiontechniquesdisplayed,
and the edge of the destroyedlime floor, one can assume with some assurancethat the south
wall of the southwest room was not original to Building 3.
That part of the buttressedsouth wall which still standsis built of randomashlar blocks
in clay mortar, without any indicationof pier and infill constructionor use of cement. The
north wall of the room by its shabby quality and inconsequential constructiontechnique
appears to have functionedonly as a partition wall. On the basis of these remains one can
best hypothesize a system of constructionand framing in Building 3 that used the east and
west walls of the western roomsas load bearing, with the southernmosteast-west wall in its
buttressedform serving as a terracewall that carriedthe south wall of the building but not
any other superstructure.The joist work and the framing of the superstructurewould have
been supportedby the east and west walls constructedin pier and infill technique.
FRESCOES
OF BUILDING
3 (Pls. 31:b, 32:a)

The minimum height of Building 3 can be determinedfrom the remains of debris as it
collapsedwithin the building. From the fallen blocks in Building 3 one can restore a minimum height of 4.30 m. to the top of the stone pier constructionin the walls. In determining
the height of the second floor, data can be gatheredfrom an extensive fall of frescoesfound
in the excavationsof 1984 in the southwest quadrantof the southwest room of Building 3.
The time-consuming restoration of those fragments into four large but non-joining units
took most of the winter of that year and the early spring of 1985; thus the frescoeswere not
included in the 1984 excavationreport. The now completedrestorationreveals the following facts and dimensions.
Parts of three yellow panels in the main wall zone are preserved,set on a pink dado
splatteredin white and brownish black (P1. 32). The dado is crownedby a horizontalgreen
band, edged with a white line on top and bottom. The yellow panels of the main wall zone
are separatedone from the next by a Corinthiancolumn set in a black verticalfield that also
is edged with a white line (P1. 31). The Corinthiancolumnstaper from a width of 0.074 m.
at the bottom of their shafts to 0.070 m. at their tops. Each yellow panel has within it a red
frame edged in white and with an interiorwhite line, floating 0.135 m. abovethe green horizontal that divides the dado from the yellow panel ground. The frame is 0.11-0.113 m. in
from the vertical edges of the yellow panels, adjoiningthe black panels. The top of the red
frame is 0.07 m. below the horizontal green frame that crowns the yellow panel. The preserved height of the fresco is 1.82 m., obtainableonly by separatelymeasuringvarious elements in two unjoining portions of fresco: the right-hand portion preserves the complete
height of the red framingband in the yellow panel;the lower left-hand portionpreservesthe
completeheight of the element below the red frame. The dado zone is best preservedin the
lower left-hand portion; possibly the full height of the zone is preserved,for at the bottom
the plaster backing of the pink zone becomesthicker than anywhere else. Here the painted
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surface is rippled by strokesmade during the applicationof wet plaster. The lowest portion
of pink has not been polished or smoothedin any way, suggestingthat this part of the fresco
was close to the floor, to a marble veneer baseboard,or to a low base molding.
The maximum preservedwidth of the restoredrun of frescois 2.63 m. Even though the
middle panel is marred by a gap down its center (P1. 31:a), its full width can be restored
because the left-hand portion preservesa twig in gray and traces of the feet of a bird facing
left on that twig in its yellow ground. This bird on a limb fixes the midpoint, making it
possible to determinethe full width of the yellow wall panel within its red frame and thus
the dimension from Corinthian column to Corinthian column. That this fresco came from
the second floor seems indicated by, among other things, the fact that its fragments were
found lying on collapsedmud-brickwall debriswell abovethe lime-coatedfloorof the room.
Many fragmentswere found to have mud brick adhering to the back of their primary cement coat. At least portions of the yellow-ground fresco appear to have been applied originally to mud brick. Only the constructiontechnique of the second story, which can be restoredwith mud-brickor packed-claypanels between stone piers in the opus africanumtradition, agrees with the evidencesupplied by the clay on the frescobacking.Consideringthis
and the level of the findspotof the fallen plaster, the fresco must be restoredto a wall of the
second story.
A few fragmentsof a red-groundwall fresco, overpaintedwith white decoration,were
recoveredat the east side of the southwestroom of Building 3, close to floor level and under a
tumble of blocks that had fallen from the upper east wall. The painted band consists of
stylized Lesbian-leaf decorationwith filling ornament, all framed between parallel white
lines. One of the framing lines is reinforcedby a second white line running parallel to it
(Fig. 2). The final white plaster coat upon which the decoration was painted is about
0.006 m. thick, with a minimal admixture of fine, black sand. The underlying,or primary,
plaster coat is much coarser.Other fragments,presumablyfrom the same wall, were found
scatteredwithin the mud debris from around and abovethe collapsedwall blocks.
This evidence, although fragmentaryand presented here only as a preliminary study,
indicates that at least one upper floor of Building 3 must have had rooms decoratedwith a
quite presentablefresco programme.The yellow-ground fresco suggests some sort of large
room or, at least, a large unfenestratedwall in a room that would probablyhave been more
than a cubiculum.At least one other room, in reality probablymore than one, was frescoed
in a contrastingsolid dark color relievedby a white framing motif.
The date of execution for the frescoes of the second floor of Building 3 is not so easily
determined as is the restoration. The style, with its simple panels and columnar division
markers, attests to an ancestry in the Second Pompeian fresco style, but the layout is in
reality more what Barbet might call the Style of Transition from Secondinto Third.9
9A. Barbet,La peinture muraleromaine,Paris 1985, pp. 96, 98-103. A room is to be found in the Casa del
Menandro, however,decoratedby repetitivepanels of equal size and without centralaedicula, as well as with
a simple subdivideddado. The programme is more elaborate in its detailing, but its date cannot be too far
removed from the Corinthian example. See A. Maiuri, La Casa del Menandro e il suo tesoro di argenteria,
Rome 1932.
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FIG.2. Fragment of wall fresco from southwest room of Building 3
ALTERATIONS

TO BUILDING

3

No tests have yet been made below what appears to be the original plaster floor in any
of the roomsof Building 3; thus the initial constructiondate for this complex still remainsto
be determined. The preserved fabric of the building, however, does exhibit evidence for
extensive alteration and repair. The floor of the kitchen in Building 3 does not preserve a
good, white lime surface (see p. 136 above);rather the floor is quite soft in places and reinforcedby tiles near the doorways.Although the surface slopes, at its highest it is as much as
0.25 m. higher than that in any of the other ground-floorrooms of Building 3. Apparently
the kitchen floor now exposed is not its original surface. The southwest room of Building 3
also attests to alteration. The south wall of this room, which is buttressed along its north
face and which doubles as the northernmostwall of Building 5, appears for several reasons
to be a reconstructionof an original wall. Close observationof the constructiontechniques
used in the east wall of the western rooms of Building 3 reveals obvious variationsalong its
length. The main part of the east wall of the southwest room, as now preservedin situ, is
constructedof large, squared blocks of poros with cement used in the rather fine joints.
North of this well-built segment, the wall is continuedin a rather shoddyfabric of casually
laid blocks and mud construction,while the south end of the east wall terminates against a
buttressof the east-west terracewall supportingBuilding 5. Close examinationof the south
end of the run of handsomemasonryin the east wall indicatesthat it originally had abutted
against a quite different south wall, now dismantled.The floor within the southwest room
tells the same story, since the white lime-coated floor stops on an east-west line even with
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the south end of the block masonry of the east wall. In other words, the evidence suggests
that an earlier south wall had been removedand replacedby a buttressedwall, apparently
of inferiorquality. In digging the foundationtrench into which this later south wall was set,
fine, sandy earth was removedand spread over the white plaster floor of the room. Around
the amphora burial found near the east wall of the room, this stratum, through which the
burial had been made, was most clearly distinguished.The pile of discardedanimal bones
was found stacked right up against the north face of the buttressedsouth wall, indicating
that the animal bones were not discardeduntil after the resettingof the south wall of Building 3 had alreadytaken place.
With these facts in mind one must consider, once more, the frescoes that were found
collapsedwithin the southwest room of Building 3. These cannotbe contemporarywith the
first phase of the building, since extensive rebuilding seems to have been made to the basic
fabricof the structure,apparentlynecessitatingthe laying of a new floor and the restructuring of much of the northwest room and the partition wall between that and the southwest
room.
If these observationsare valid, it follows that the original upper floor of Building 3, if
there was one, cannot have survived the structural alterations without extensive damage.
The suggestionthereforeis put forth that Building 3 was initially built in a careful manner
and with superior workmanshipbut was damagedin the earthquakeof A.D. 77 and rebuilt
thereafter in a much poorer form, with reclaimed poros blocks, mud brick, and pise. The
second story may have been added at this time, but even if an upper story had existed in the
original design, it would have had to be repairedand redecoratedafter the earthquake.The
frescoes here associated with the second floor are best dated, therefore, within the early
Flavian period;they should be consideredto have had a life span that was terminatedsometime within the reign of Hadrian as the result of a seconddisastrousearthquake.
STRATIGRAPHY

OVERLYING

BUILDING

3

In the past two years excavation has shown that most of the destructiondebris belonging to Buildings 1 and 3 lies buried beneath a series of tipped fills, the lowest of which
containedlamps 12-15, anthropomorphicmug 9, and scale-patternedwall frescoes.When
these specific levels of the excavationwere examined this year, the point of change between
the two types of fill was determinedto be a hard-packedcrust resting directlyon the destruction debris. The overlyingtipped fills, including one almost purely of poros chips, should be
associatedwith the constructionof the terracethat buried the southwest room of Building 1
and all of Building 3 up to the north face of Building 5. The fills appear to have been
dumped from the east and were contained at their west by a retaining wall specifically
erectedfor that purpose along the east side of East Theater Street. It was also noted that the
walls of Building 3 appear to have collapsedfrom east to west and that the fill continuedinto
the street.
The crust over the destruction debris was created, apparently, either by construction
teams draggingblocks into place when the area was reshapedas a terraceor else by theater-
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going, pedestrian traffic which was taking advantage of a short route over the ruins of
Building 3 before the area was redeveloped.The crust, as it sloped downward toward the
west, was especially hard packed and slightly gravelly where it overlappedthe west wall of
the northwest room of Building 3 and where it then spread onto East Theater Street opposite the vomitoriumof the Theater. The theory that the hardenedsurfaceon the destruction
debris represents a definite period of use after the collapse of Building 3 seems more in
keeping with the quality of the crust than does the explanation that the crust is only a
packing caused by teams of workers rebuilding the area. The former theory implies, however, that a period of abandonment and neglect existed in the area after the Hadrianic
earthquakeand that it lasted for an as yet underterminednumberof years beforethe terracing was undertaken.
The best evidencethat can be offeredto prove that the terracingover Buildings 1 and 3
was formed in a single operation can be seen over the southeastroom of Building 3. Here a
deep foundationof rubble without mortar rises to an elevation of + 70.19-70.16 m., upon
which is preserveda single line of squaredporosblocks,probablythe lowest courseof a wall
with, at the moment, an undeterminablefunction. The wall runs from northeastto southwest and was designed for a ground level of about 70.11-70.20 m. above sea level. The
rubble foundationwas beddedupon the exposed surface of the destructiondebris of Building 3; fills containinga high concentrationof potterywere then dumpedaroundthis foundation up to the level of its socle. In that fill were found fragmentsof fresco from a single wall
(Fig. 3), a large numberof lamp fragments,Eastern Sigillata B pottery,and a Knidianmug,
one of a type which is extremely rare in the Corinth collection.
9. Anthropomorphicmug, probably
Knidian

P1. 31

C-1984-115. P.H. 0.13; diam. of rim 0.093 m.
Fine, friable, orange-tan clay with a very few
white and small sparkling inclusions. Mottled reddish brown to dark brown slip all over the preserved
exterior, on interior of rim, and dripping down upper interior wall. Clay, 2.5YR 6/6.5.
Mug in several non-joiningfragments.a) 19 joining sherds, missing base but preservinglowerjaw on
proper left side, upper lip, all of nose, most of proper
right eye, ear, and handle, parts of rim. b) Jaw
fragment. c) Fragment of body and rim. d) Rim
fragment.
Male face with protruding jaw, creased cheek,
thin-lipped mouth, prominently hooked nose, the
bridge of which projectsat right angle from between
slightly frowning brows. Eye executed with raised
iris, concave pupil. Vertical strap handle with three
grooves rises from upper ear to hair of temple, joining upper part of mug just under rim. Rim offset in

front by horizontalplastic rib; behind,joint between
head and rim almost without articulation. Concave
rim rises verticallyto squared lip.
10. Eastern Sigillata B plate with graffito P1.31
C-1985-125. Est. bottomdiam. 0.08 m.
Hard, fine, light reddish tan clay, mica flecks, especially in slip, clay rough to laminatedat break, few
voids. Slipped, more lustrous inside than on undersurface, 2.5YR 5/8.
Plate with slightly concavebottom;graffito:
]ECHIE[
Bottom makes sharp transition with slightly
roundedlower wall; circumferentialgroove in floor.
Eastern Sigillata B plate with graffito P1. 31
C-1985-126. Restoredbottomdiam. 0.06 m.
Clay same as 10, more worn; slip slightly redder
than 2.5YR 6/8.
11.
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0.033

radius

0.172
0

5i

FIG. 3. Fragment of fresco from Building 3

Profile close to 10, with graffitoon undersurface:
]OECKAEA[
Ml[

12.

Roman glazed lamp, probably
P1.32
Knidian
L-1985-18. H. to rim 0.0385; total L. 0.124;
diam. at rim 0.083 m.
Clay same as 9, metallic glaze from black to
orangish red, dilute over lower body.
Lamp with flat, circular bottom defined at lower
body by impressedline. Almost straight, flaring wall
to shoulder; sharp curve to sloping shoulder decorated with oblong pellets in raised relief. Rim set off
from deep concave discus by single plastic ridge on
rim. Filling hole in centerof discus;air hole in channel between nozzle and discus. Nozzle surrounded
by raised panel which is connectedto groove around

discus by plastic ribs. Large, pierced,verticallug impinging upon discus;top with double groove.
13. Broneertype XXV lamp
P1. 32
L-1985-16. H. 0.033; diam. at rim 0.072 m.
Fine, compact,tan clay with sparkling inclusions,
thin walled. Possibly Corinthian;5YR 6/5.
Glazed early Roman lamp with flat bottomdelineated by impressed circle, small impressed circular
area at center. Echinoidprofileof body to paredjoint
with rim. Sloping rim stamped with oblique leaf
decorationand two stamped circles terminating leaf
design at nozzle area. Deeply concave undecorated
discus divided from rim by three framing grooves.
Small central filling hole, air hole in rim, on axis
with nozzle. Nozzle has circular, raised panel
around wick hole; panel does not impinge upon
shoulder. Piercedverticallug handle;two grooveson
upper half. All over red-orangewash, fire scarredat
nozzle.
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Broneertype XXV lamp

P1.32

L-1985-17. H. to rim 0.034; L. 0.092; diam. at
rim 0.069 m.
Fine, compact, local clay with a few sparkling inclusions, lustrous brown slip all over, peeling.
Slightly concavecircularbottomdelineatedby impressed circle; straight body with paring mark
roundingjoint to slightly sloping rim. Rim stamped
with oblique leaf pattern, but stamped circles set off
nozzle panel. Central filling hole within deeply concave discus flanked by one groove, surrounded by
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raised panel. Air hole at edge of discus on axis with
nozzle. Short, round nozzle with raised panel to
discus. Piercedvertical lug with two grooveson top.
These three lamps, in large part complete, are
glazed. To judge from the context material found
within this dumped fill, in which were found 68
fragmentary glazed lamps and only 13 unglazed
lamps, the glazed lamps of the 1st century after
Christ are, in fact, commonlyused well into the Hadrianic period and, possibly, unglazed lamps become
popular only after the turn from the 1st to the 2nd
century.10

The numerous fragmentsof flat-surfacedwall fresco found in this fill were decorated
with a crimson-maroonscale pattern on a rich, mustardyyellow background(Fig. 3). The
pattern is structuredby a series of crimson-maroonlines radiating not too precisely from
what must have been meant to be a single center. These painted lines are intersectedby
circles generated from the same center, incised on the backgroundbut without breaking
through the orange coat. The circles are spaced 0.03-0.031 m. apart, in one case with an
incised circle reincisedbecause of an error in the spacing. A scale pattern then was sloppily
executed over the yellow backgroundusing these guidelines.
The fresco can possibly have decoratedBuilding 3 before it collapsed in the Hadrianic
earthquake,but the compositionof the plaster suggeststhat these fragmentsshould be disassociated from the structure. The final plaster coat of this scale-decoratedfresco is coarse,
with many small, black sandy particles which produce a general gray tone to the plaster.
The final coat resemblesmost closely the finely sievedbase coat for the fragmentaryfrescoes
found in East Theater Street but not their final coat. Nor is it at all of the same composition
as the final coat of plaster used for the yellow-paneled frescorecoveredfrom the mud debris
in the southwest room of Building 3 or the final plaster coat used in the fragmentsof decorated red fresco found under the rock fall in the eastern half of that same room.
Twenty fragments of scale-patternedwall fresco now are preservedfrom the Theater
excavations of the 1920's. Unfortunately, recordsno longer exist which give the context of
these pieces. By style and material, however, they are quite close to the scale-patterned
frescoesfound in 1983 and 1984, although differencesdo exist. One is the amount of space
allowed between consecutive incised circles; in the fragments found in 1920 the intervals
vary between 0.027, 0.029, and 0.03 m., rather than between 0.03 and 0.031 m. Three of
the 1920's fragmentssupply evidence that the Corinthian scales were not used as a simple
10

Corinth IV, ii, pp. 86-87, where Broneer estimates that glazed lamps continue to the end of the 1st
century after Christ; also see Agora VII, p. 7. Hector Williams (Kenchreai,V, The Lamps, Leiden 1981,
p. 39) suggests the possibility of a later date for this evolutionarystep.
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decorativemotif, as used in the Villa Romana di Oplontis."IThe three show scales overlapped by a gray-green frond waving vertically, highlighted in a light green, apparently
part of some scene or other elaborationon the panel.
Scale patternsare to be found in numerousSecondStyle compositions,although in most
cases elaboratelyexecuted. In Rome good examples of this patternused ca. 100 B.C. are to be
found in the Casa dei Grifi, room IV, but these are not especially close to the design under
consideration."2 One of the closest parallels, however, comes from the ceiling of the Casa di
Championnet, classified with caution by Barbet as Second Style and known to be in existence ca. A.D. 62. Techniques of execution used for the Corinthian fresco and for that from
the vault in the Casa di Championnetare very similar.I3 If, however,the Corinthianexample is to be dated later than Flavian, it becomes the latest example of such a pattern yet
published. The fragmentscan possibly be part of the debrisfrom the Hadrianic earthquake
that destroyed Buildings 1 and 3, dumped from elsewhere in the area during a general
clean-up and rebuilding;the exact date of excavationof the fill for dumping over Building 3
can not be ascertained.
IDENTIFICATION OF BUILDINGS 1 AND 3
Buildings 1 and 3 appear to have been equipped for commercialratherthan domesticuse, as
indicated by wide street entrances and cooking facilities rather more elaborate than anything neededin a private house. Large quantities of discardedbones, mostly from skulls and
lower legs, were found piled in the southwest cornerof the southwest room of Building 3, as
well as around the ovens in the kitchen of that building. Comparison of the types of discardedbones from the two rooms of Building 3 suggests that ribs and other meaty parts of
slaughteredbeasts were prepared in the kitchen although not customarilydiscardedon the
premises, apparentlybecausethey were carriedaway and consumedelsewhere. Perhaps the
ribs, thighs, and other meaty portions were hawked along with their attachedbones at the
time of performancesin the Theater, but brains were preparedand probablyeaten on the
premises. Although no bones were recoveredfrom Building 1, the arrangementof ovens in
the northwestroom of that building has a close parallel in the northwestroomof Building 3.
The similarity of plan and equipment suggests a similarity of function. If the proprietorsof
Building 1 handled meats similarly to the entrepreneursof Building 3, then they, too, may
have sold food to the passers-byon East Theater Street, in this case through the window in
the northwest cornerof the kitchen.
The southwest room of Building 3 apparentlychangedits functionin its later years, for
the bones piled in its southwest cornercan be associatedstratigraphicallyonly with the final
"

A scale pattern decorates applied columns of room 24 in the Villa Romana di Oplontis, apparently
executed between A.D. 62 and the earthquakeof A.D. 79. See A. de Franciscis, The Pompeian Wall Paintings
in the Roman Villa of Oplontis, Recklinghausen 1975, p. 52, fig. 37. The scale pattern here is regulated by
incised guidelines but not painted in maroon and yellow.
12

G. E. Rizzo, Casa dei Grifi, Monumenti della pittura antica scoperti in Italia, fasc. 1, Rome 1940,

figs. 23, 24. See also, the Casa degli Epigrammi columns decoratedwith scales, H. G. Beyen, Die pomrnpejanische Wanddekoration vom zweiten bis zum vierten stil II, i, The Hague 1938, pls. 86:b, 87:a.

" Barbet,op. cit. (footnote9 above), pp. 88-89, fig. 53.
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phase of the building. Also, the child burial, found near the east wall of the room, can have
been made only during that last occupational phase. Such finds indicate that diners were
almost certainly not servedhere during the last use of the room but, rather, that by then the
room had been convertedinto a dumping spot, possibly with the unencumberedfloor serving for the butchering of carcasses or some other such activity that would facilitate the
operationof the kitchen. Unlike its counterpartin Building 3, the southwestroom of Building 1 appears to have seen the use of fine pottery and glass from its first occupationto its
final destructionin the Hadrianic period.
Little doubt exists that Building 3 was two storied in its final days. Less concreteevidence exists to proposesuch a restorationfor Building 1, althoughthe large amountof fallen
wall blocks found on the floor in the southwest room of Building 1 indicates that its west
wall would have risen to a height over and above what would be conventionalfor a onestoried building. The recoveryof about 35 coarse-warepitchers within a level that covered
all the fallen wall blocks in the southwest room of Building 1 might also be consideredas
evidencethat Building 1 was at least two flooredwith at least one room on the second floor
devoted to storage; less probable is the theory that those pitchers fell from shelves
constructedjust below the ceiling in the ground-floorroom, even though such a system of
shelving is documentedat both Pompeii and Herculaneum.
Although evidence has been exhumed from Buildings 1 and 3 that might imply that
these buildings were tabernaeor popinae, or, with less enthusiasm,cauponae,a close examination of the evidence indicates that the two buildings hold a rather singular position
among Roman shops designedto purvey food and drink. Little evidenceexists that can attest
to drinkshaving been servedwithin either complex. In fact wine usually was servedin early
Italic tabernaein such quantity that small dolia were expectedthere as standardequipment.
At Ostia the marble-veneeredservicecounterwas differentin design;the countersappear to
have been piped for water.14 But in almost every case it appearsthat the wine shops of Ostia
and Pompeii were supplied with some sort of servicecounter.Almost without exceptionthat
counter was just inside the shop, along the thresholdof the opening to the street. A shutter
groovein the thresholdstretchedacrossthe opening in front of the counter,with door pivots
at one end. Only when the shutter was removedfrom the thresholddid the counterbecome
open and free for use by customers standing on the sidewalk. The Corinthian buildings
were not designed with this sort of opening, nor were they equipped with wine counters.
Even if the Corinthian shops can be said to have had wine countersof some sort, the Italic
tabernaewere not equipped with large ovens for preparing hot meals or for boiling meats.
In fact the everyday diet of the lower- and middle-class Romans appears to have included
very little meat such as chops, if any at all, except during special celebrationsor on feast
days.
If this thumbnail descriptionof Italic tabernaeis matched with the remains of Buildings 1 and 3, one finds that the Corinthian street-doorarrangementand the placement of
ovens close to the entrancewayare at variancewith the Italic layout. The generous dimensions, specifically in subsidiary rooms like the southwest rooms of Buildings 1 and 3, are
14G.

Hermansen, Ostia. Aspectsof Roman City Life, Alberta 1981, pp. 186-191.
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rare in eating and drinkingestablishmentsin Rome and Pompeii;a few, however,have been
identifiedat Ostia. When large, they usually have been consideredto be popinae ratherthan
wine shops, but only such things as grain, peas, and beans have been found in those tabernae, at least in post-Claudian Pompeii and Herculaneum;no evidenceexists that meat was
served.'5 No wine shop, restaurant,or inn thus far identifiedhas been found equipped with
a large circularoven, as in the Corinthianrooms under discussion,much less three.
It thereforeseems best, becauseof the above arguments,that one should considerBuild3
ing and, most likely, Building 1 as two storied,possibly three storied,with families residing on the upper floor or floors.The ground floor in each case suggests a butchershop with
the entrepreneurof Building 1 making use of outside facilities for garbage disposal. Butchering was only one part of that business. Probably of nearly equal importance was the
cookingof meats for the neighborhood,if not largely for the theater crowds. It seems logical
to posit that a good part of the meat buying was done by the festive crowdwhich was spending its day at the Theater. Otherwise it seems likely that a single butcher shop would have
sufficedin this neighborhoodwhere houses lined only the east side of a street, which, itself,
did not run for any great distance. Also, the architectof Building 1 would not have put a
merchandizingwindow at the entranceto the northwest court of the Theater if he had not
foreseenthe potential of selling food to the public as it enteredthe Theater court.
BUILDING 5
Few new elements have been added to the 1984 plan of Building 5 as the result of the
excavationconductedin 1985. The historyof the structure,however,has been moreprecisely delineated as the result of tests this year, and more material has been recoveredthat is
helpful in identifyingthe function of the building.
Building 5 appearsto have been laid out with a series of parallel east-west walls bedded
upon natural rock. These extend from an eastern north-south wall that is, apparently,the
eastern limit of the building and go westward to East Theater Street. The facade of the
building is best preservedwhere it served as the west wall of the northwest room of Building 5. Here the inner face now is exposed to bedrockand shows itself to be a dry wall of
random blocks, many of which are rectangular and re-used, with some rocks and some
Classical tiles to fill joints. The outside face is of much better constructionand is set on
stepped bedrock.Here the wall is made of eight coursesof ashlar which rise to an elevation
of 71.394 m. above sea level (P1. 36:a). Above this point the wall is constructedin opus
reticulatum,of which only a segment 0.57 m. high and 1.57 m. long is now preserved.The
core is rubble, tile, and cement. Unfortunately no trace exists to show how the original
15 See Hermansen, op. cit., p. 195, for a list of large shops or popinae. Meat apparentlywas servedin Rome
before restrictionswere passed by the Senate under Claudius (Suetonius, Claudius, 40.1). Such restrictions
were also passed under Nero and Vespasian. Whether the legislation under Tiberius and Claudius and
restrictionsput on Roman tabernaeby later emperorsapplied to a provincialcapital like Corinth cannot be
told, but the later type of tabernathat developedin Rome would have spread to the provincessooner or later,
probably in any case before the Hadrianic period. For discussion of foodstuffs,see A. Maiuri, Ercolano:I
nuovi scavi, 1922-1958 1, Rome 1958, pp. 251, 402, 432, 465.
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corner of this part of the wall was executed, whether the reticulate work rose high on the
street face or whether, instead, this masonry was divided into units by horizontal leveling
courses of tile.
An especially interesting feature of the street wall is the provisionin it for the disposal
of waste water from washing areas within the northwest and the west room of the building.
A large drainagehole, especially designedas a downspout,has been cut in a long poros wall
block that is set vertically within the coursed ashlar section of the west wall of the west
room;the large vertical dimensionof this block breaks the otherwise continuoushorizontal
jointing of the wall. Through this drain waste was flushed directly from the room onto the
earliest surface of East Theater Street (elev. + 70.07 m. at the mouth of the drain) at the
point where the street ran along the facade wall. In the latest reconstructionof the building
(end of 2nd century after Christ) this rather unattractivesolution, at least for those in the
street, was remediedby the substitutionof a tile downspout cut into the outside face of the
wall. The pipe draineda newly constructedtiled area on a new, higher floor within the west
room;it took the waste to the street sewer from the downspoutby an undergroundterracotta
channel system. A similar downpipe is to be found cut into the outside face of the building a
bit farther north. The pipe serviceda tiled area on the last floor of the northwest room; it
also was connectedto the street drain by a tile pipe passing beneath the road surface.
Along the excavatedlength of the street facade of Building 5 the earliest Roman street
level was isolated as the crusty top surface of a thick red stratum which contained large
amountsof frescoand plaster moldings.This stratumappearsto be mud-brickdebriswhich
rests directly upon bedrock in some places and elsewhere covers a reservoir, as yet only
partially excavated(PI. 36:a, lower right corner).16
The fill rises to about 1.15 m. above the bottom of the west facade wall of Building 5,
and since no foundation trench was discerned along the bottom of that wall, where the
coursingis uneven, the stratum appears to have been meant to bury from sight that rougher
coursing, suggesting that the wall and fill were laid contemporaneously.The red earth
appears to have been dumped against the base of the street wall of Building 5 as a sort of
constructionfill for both the building and the first Roman road that went southwardagainst
its west wall. This surface, however, does not represent the first Roman phase of East
Theater Street.
The fresco-bearingred stratum of East Theater Street overlaid different gradationsof
earth within reservoir 1985-1, but no early Roman road surface could be distinguishedas
16 This stratum of red clay should not be confusedwith the same type of red earth, also with fragmentsof
fresco in it, that coveredthe lowest road surfaceof East Theater Street west of Building 5. For notationof this
upper stratum, see Williams and Zervos, 1983, p. 93, and section in fig. 6. The fresco is largely yellow background. Some fragmentspreservea single white line on yellow; others testify to at least one area with a black
ground. Areas of red are in secco technique, but much of the color has been partially washed off the surface.
One fragment preserveswhite splattering over a gray background,probably from the dado of the wall. The
final plaster is a thin, fine, white coat, 0.0038 m. thick, on a slightly more tan plasterwith multi-coloredsandy
inclusions and flecks of lime. An undercoat,0.0064 m. thick, is grayish tan in color and has inclusions of fine
sand.
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dividing the fresco-bearing stratum from the dumped fills within the apparently Greek
reservoir.At the moment very little of this reservoirhas been excavated;its bottom has not
been reached.17
A number of points favor the contemporaneityof the time when the frescoes were
dumped with the constructionof Building 5. The drain hollowed out of the poros block of
the street wall of Building 5 was designedto empty onto the road surfacethat is formedby
the packed top of the fresco fill. There is no lower road surface here, and the higher road
surface buries at least the lower half of the drain mouth. Since the drain definitely was a
feature of the original building, and since that drain was designed with the level of the
lowest road surface in mind, then the dumping of the fill for the laying of the road and the
constructionof Building 5 must have been contemporary.Also, the bottom course of the
facadewall is not so well executed,nor is its jointing so carefullydesignedas are the courses
above it, which were meant to be visible. The lowest coursewhich rests on the bedrockand
which is built of smaller blocks is not so carefully patterned as the superimposed seven
courses. Thus it appears that at least the lowest course was designed to be coveredby the
frescodump and, apparently,never was planned to be visible accordingto the initial design.
Finally, the latest sherds from the constructionfill for the building itself on the other side of
the street wall are datable most comfortablydown into the last quarter of the 1st century
after Christ. The date fits with the style of the frescoesrecoveredfrom the street outside the
room, if some time is allowed for use.
35:a-d)
With this evidence in hand, one comes to the frescoes that were found in the fill. The
decoratedfrescoes recoveredin 1983 and 1984 from the roadway west of Building 1 and
those found in 1985 dumped against Building 5 are close enough one to the other in design,
style, and execution to suggest that the two sets of fragmentsmay well come from a single
building, perhaps executed by different crews, or else perhaps may come from different
buildings but executed by a crew or crews using a single copybook and the same
programme.
The general programme in both cases consists of a solid red field above a horizontal
band which supports alternating palmettes and "darts".These rise into the red field; beneath this field is a yellow-to-white horizontal band decoratedwith an inverted egg-anddart motif executed in black lines. Under this is a band with an invertedDoric-leaf pattern,
the tongues of which are touched with alternating red and light blue strokes. The zone
beneath is a wide green band. The top of this green band is overpaintedwith a scallop
pattern, in solid black and deformedin the rightward direction,perhaps meant as a decorative shorthandfor cast shadow. Still within the green band is a line of small dots, isolated
from but related to the scallops. The green band is framed along its lower edge with a red
FRESCOES FROM EAST THEATER STREET (Pl.

17 The lowest 0.20 m. of excavatedearth appears to be pure Greek;the overlyingfill (lot 1985-120) has in it
what may be Early Roman contaminations.From this secondfill was recovereda terracottamold for a stamp,
MF-1985-83, possibly designedfor use in the manufactureof Hellenistic moldedrelief bowls. A mold for such
bowls, MF-1985-84, was found with the fresco-bearingsoil that overlies the same reservoir.
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5cm
FIG.4. Fragment of fresco found in East Theater Street

line and a wider reservedwhite line. Below is a purple frieze with a bright red line running
horizontallyat the top and bottom. In the field between these red lines are a series of miniature figures, a large number of which appear to be Erotes; most appear to be driving onehorse chariots (P1.35:b-d). None of the figures are on ground lines, nor are there any architectural or topographicelements connectedwith the preservedfigures. One frescofragment
definitely preserves an Eros with wings, a second is a charioteerwith whip, broken at the
shoulder and thus missing its wings. Two fragments show wheels of chariots, the better
preservedwith horse and the lower part of the charioteer.The bottomframe of the frieze is
a black band, then a wide white, unpainted horizontal strip with a black line, below which
are a green band, two black lines, and a bottom horizontal black band, probably meant to
representan epistyle, for as far below this as the fresco is preservedit is solid red.18
A second decorative element that links together the two sets of fresco found in East
Theater Street is one of tangent medallions (Fig. 4).19 The fragments found this year are
executed in the same scale and style as those found previouslywest of Building 1 but have a
difference of color sequence in their fields, only light blue and purple being used. The
fragments recoveredfrom against Building 1 follow a sequence of purple, ocher, and then
light blue. No fragments of black wall ground were found in association with any of this
material.
This year a totally new element of wall decorationwas uncovered;this is a three-dimensional epistyle executed in plaster (P1.35:a).
Compare this arrangementwith that in Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 106, fig. 9.
Williams and Zervos, 1983, p. 106, fig. 9. The same decorativemotif, although much more carefully
executed, has been used in the Villa Imperiale in a limited area over an aedicula. The medallions are purple
and blue with design in white. I would like to thank Dr. U. Pappalardo,Director of the Herculaneum Excavations, for showing me this Villa Imperiale fresco, as well as much other material, which has helped me
significantlyin the present study. Cf. Pappalardo, "Die 'Villa Imperiale' in Pompeji,"Antike Welt 16, 1985,
p. 7, fig. 8, top right and left, also fig. 14.
18
19
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ROOMSOF BUILDING 5

From east to west the width of Building 5 is 15 meters. The corridorlikespaces resulting from the arrangementof parallel east-west foundationsare blockedat various points by
north-south crosswalls, the original set of which, like the east-west walls, is bedded on
living rock. The "blocking"walls of the secondphase are not seated so deeply. The original
phase of the building can be distinguished from later alterations, not only because of the
different depths of foundation but also because, as thus far excavated,each room has preserved in it at least two distinct series of floors, each separatedfrom the next by a discrete
stratum of destruction debris and clean-up fill. Fill between the floors of the two major
phases in the north corridoris 0.70-0.90 m. deep. In the northwest room this fill also is
about 0.90 m. deep. In the west room the separatingfill is only ca. 0.10 m. deep.
The entrancefrom East Theater Street appears to have been through the corridorthat
ran along the north side of Building 5. In its earliest phase the corridorhad a full length of
13.50 m. that was dividedinto almost equal parts by a partitionwall, running north-south,
bedded upon bedrock,and preservedas a single constructionunit to a height of 69.723 m.
above sea level. The partition supported a narrower wall that was stepped back on both
sides as well as a rectangularpier at both its north and its south end, which may have served
as doorjambs. If so that design would imply a door opening ca. 2.20 m. wide comparedto a
corridor width of 3.10 m. The lowest floor east of that partition was 69.698-69.758 m.
abovesea level. The latest coin in the fill between this easternfloor and the one aboveit, coin
1984-221, was minted under Domitian. The occupationlevel was raised in what appears to
have been a majorrebuildingto an elevationof ca. + 69.87 m. and slightly higher, that level
being used for an undeterminedperiod of time. A coin of Domitian (coin 1984-217) was
found on the raised floor, along with a Qandarlibowl (C-1984-83) and an African Red Slip
bowl, C-1984-137, which was dated in the 1984 Corinth report within the last half of the
2nd century.20
With the abandonmentof that level, however, came an architecturalchange. The original plan was discardedand a new partitionwall, which dividedthe corridordifferently,was
built over the floor. It has a socle of large, cut-poros blocks, their tops at an elevation of
+ 70.62-70.82 m., possibly for threshhold and jambs. The socle is set 3.55 m. east of the
original partition wall of the corridor.
A final ramplike floor was laid over the whole of the corridor,probably over the later
crosswall supported by the poros socle and possibly over the east end wall of the corridor
itself.21Where fill was preservedat a high level in the western half of the corridor,the final
20 Williams and Zervos, 1984, no. 41, C-1984-83, no. 42, C-1984-137. For the latter, a design of Form 8,
see J. W. Hayes, Late Roman Pottery, London 1972, pp. 32-35; see also Hayes, Supplementto Late Roman
Pottery, London 1980, p. 515, where the author states that, "bowlsof Forms 8 and 9 should extend until at
least the 180s."This debris, then, may be contemporaneouswith the debrisof the northwestroom from which
20-26 were removed.
21 No high-level stratigraphyis preservedat the eastern end of the corridorwhich can be tested today, nor
does detailed evidenceexist by which to ascertain the original conditionsin this area. Thus this statementin
the text is an assumption.
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occupation level associable with the fabric of Building 5 slopes downward as it extends
toward the west. At ca. 2.70 m. east of East Theater Street the sloping earth floorturns into
steps, the top tread of which is at an elevation of + 71.009 m. The flight of five steps descends to a floor elevation of + 70.004 m. This is the highest occupationlevel now attested
for the northerncorridorof Building 5.
The stratigraphywest of the earlier dividing wall of the corridoris different from that
just outlined for the area east of the wall, but only for the levels associatedwith the early
history of the corridor.The earliest flooror floorswest of the north-south foundationwithin
the corridoris (or are) missing. Indeed, in the fill just below what must have been the level
of the earliest floor was found a Roman rectangularterracottadrain. The drain covers are
missing, probablyremovedat the time of the destructionof the floor that originally covered
them. The replacement for this drain may exist in the later and cruder drain that today is
still preservedrunning along the south side of this same corridor.The later drain functioned
as a channel which led water toward the west from a downspoutbuilt in the east end wall of
the corridor.The later stone drain, like the earlier tile drain, carriedits water toward East
Theater Street and probablyemptied it into a drain that ran northwardin that road. This
complicatedstratigraphywest of the partitionwall is not of general importance,except that
it is from within the fill that overlaid the tile drain that coin 1985-109, a bronze of Domitian, was recovered.The coin was found at 68.852 m. above sea level. This depth suggests
that the constructionfill into which the drain was set apparentlywas disturbedduring the
reign of Domitian, or possibly later, when the covertiles were taken off the tile drain, some
of the drain line was removed,and the coin buried.
The numismaticevidenceand the stratigraphicremains, includingthe constructionof a
new partition wall and the raising of floor levels, indicate a rather extensive reconstruction
of the corridor,probably within the reign of Domitian. It is possible that the whole north
wall of the corridorwas rebuilt at this time.22
Immediately south of the corridorare the remains of a long rectangular room whose
west wall served also as part of the street facade of Building 5. The room was partially
explored both in 1983 and in 1984 and designated in the 1983 report as Room 1. Even
though it was further examined this year, a small segment still remains to be excavated.In
Greek levels beneath the earliest floor were found a series of rock-cutseats (see pp. 161-162
below and PI. 36:b). In the following text this space is referredto simply as the northwest
room of Building 5, for Building 5 is still in the processof being excavated:its form and use
are not yet certain,to say nothing of the circulationpatternwithin the structure.Final room
numberswill be assigned upon completionof the excavation.
The last occupation level of the northwest room of Building 5 was composed of two
surfacesof marl, sealing a fill containinglarge amountsof amphoraand cooking-warefragments, figurines,and pieces of fresco.These marl surfaceswere directlyone upon the other,
See pp. 141-142 above where the north wall of the corridoris discussedas the south wall of Building 3.
In the fill from the corridorin accompanimentwith Domitian coin 1985-109 was found a Hellenistic "kickup" in the form of a mold for a Hellenistic molded relief bowl, MF-1985-81.
22
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with the lower in some places indistinguishable from the upper. Two distinct floors are
securely attested, however. From the lower marl surface in the northwest quarter of the
room were recoveredcoins, and near the center of the room within the same lower surface
was found an isolated rectangular hearth with a thick bed of gravel or crushed stone for
holding the heat, a technical feature commonly found in Pompeii and in villas of that area.
The upper marl floor had a similar rectangularhearth;this was built within the floor, but
closer to the south wall of the room than the first. From between the upper hearth and the
south wall were recovereda large number of lamps, and in higher fill in the same area this
year were found two figurinesof a dog or bear and two of Aphrodite;last year from the same
area the bust of a helmeted Athena was recovered.23
P1. 33
15. Moldmade figurine of Aphrodite
MF-1985-48. H. 0.143; W. of base 0.045 m.
Fine, Corinthian, tan clay; very few sparkling inclusions. Ca. 7.5YR 6/6.
Two-piece, moldmade figurine, with continuous
seam visible around sides and top. Standing Aphrodite, nude to waist; head forward, looking down to
right, wearing diadem. Left arm bent, hand holds
hair; right hand clutches drapery to lower stomach.
Figure draped from hips down, with thick vertical
folds between legs. Louterion with flaring basin at
proper right side of Aphrodite. Figure stands on circular base 0.025 m. tall, dividedby three circumferential grooves,top third with cyma-reversamolding.
Base has closed, concaveundersurface.Back of figurine has traces of molded detail, small vent hole in
mid-back. Figurine is slipped white; exposed upper
body pink with necklace, navel, and nipples in red.
Eyes circumscribed by black triangles. Drapery,
right hand painted green, base black. Back has white
slip only.
For same type, same mold, differently decorated
but found in same place as 15, see MF-1985-49,
H. 0.144 m. (P1. 33).
For same type, perhaps from same mold generations earlier, cf. M F- 1981- 1.
P1. 33
16. Moldmade figurine of dog or bear
MF-1985-49. H. 0.103; max. L. of base 0.073;
W. of base 0.043 m.
Fine, dark tan clay with a few sparkling inclusions. Near 7.5YR 6/6.
Intact, two-piece moldmadeseated animal, either
23

dog or bear, weight on right leg, left slightly extended. Head turned to proper right, short ears.
Short tail turned down. Hexagonal base with slightly raised fillet for top and bottom molding, bottom
painted black, mid-area white, crowning molding
red. Back more crudely molded than front with
small, round vent hole under belly at base level. All
of figurine white slipped, including closed bottomof
base. Pink body to neck, red collar;nose, top of head,
ears in black, eyes outlined with almond-shaped
black line.
For same mold but not so elaboratelypainted, see
MF-1985-50 (P1. 33), which also has vent hole in
bottomof base.
P1.33
Broneertype XXVII panel lamp
L-1985-12. H. to rim 0.0293, to handle 0.045;
L. 0.105; diam. 0.0806 m.
Local, very fine, tan clay with a few white and
many fine, sparkling inclusions. Surface flaking.
7.5YR 6/6.
Intact, Roman moldmade unglazed lamp. Flat
bottomwith framing groove,stamped:
17.

HoO-(4opo
v

Steep, slightly convex body. Horizontal rim with
side panels;two groovesseparate rim from disk. Sixteen-petaledrosettewith round ends in concavedisk;
small central disk frames pour hole. Small air hole
near nozzle; round wick hole. Vertical, pierced lug
handle. Two grooves stop at base of handle just
above incised base circle.
For signature, see Corinth IV, ii, no. 616.

For the Athena, MF-1983-41, see Williams and Zervos, 1983, p. 90, pl. 22.
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Broneertype XXVIII lamp
L-1985-13. H. to rim 0.0277, to handle 0.047;
diam. 0.0774; L. 0.101 m.
Fine, buff clay fired slightly pink at core. Local
clay near 7.5YR 7/4 at break.
Roman moldmade, unglazed lamp, flat bottomed
with framing groove,stamped:
18.

'AxE6
vbpo
v

Echinoid body with paring marks at mold joint.
Horizontal rim decoratedon either side with three
grape leaves alternating with two grape clusters.
Two concentric circles divide rim from discus. On
deeply concave discus, rays connect rim groove with
frame around central filling hole. Round nozzle.
Vertical, pierced and double-grooved lug handle.
Handle is slightly askew.
Cf. L-1985-5 and L-1985-11.
For signature, see Agora VII, no. 249 (late 3rd
century after Christ). Decoration, close to ibid., no.
271 (late 2nd to early 3rd century).
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P1.32
Broneertype XXVIII lamp
L-1985-14. H. to rim 0.0331, incl. handle 0.0495;
diam. 0.0844 m.
Fine, off-white clay. 1OYR8/2 to 7.5/2.
Lamp similar to 17 but not from same mold. Flat
bottomwith framing groove,stamped;
19.

Ka[X\]A?roT
v

Echinoid body; flat rim decoratedon either side
with two grape leaves and two grape clusters. Two
grooves divide rim from discus. Rays radiate within
sharply concave discus from frame defining central
filling hole; air hole at edge of discus. Nozzle set
within panel with incised frame. Vertical, pierced
lug handle with two grooves on front, smudged at
top, grooves on lower back of lug; lug terminates
close to base ring.
For signature, see Agora VII, nos. 272, 285, 299,
300. Decorationvery close to no. 272, early 3rd century after Christ;see also Corinth IV, ii, no. 570.

Associatedwith these same marl levels is a small tiled working area. Tiles were laid in
the floor against the west wall of the room;a terracottapipe cut through the wall just over
the tiled area. The line continueddown the outside face of the ashlar wall as a downspout,
apparentlydesignedto carry waste from the room into the sewer in East Theater Street.
The hearth and tiled working area suggest a utilitarian functionfor the northwestroom
in its final use, but the frescoesrecoveredfrom against the north face of the south wall and
those fallen northwardfrom that wall into the room suggest a more formal purpose, at least
when the building was initially rebuilt in this last phase. In the 1984 reportit was suggested
that the frescoeshad decoratedthe room to the south, now referredto as the west room of
Building 3.24 This theory was proposed because a fragment that is similar to the painted
plaster widely distributedwithin the northwestroom had been found against the south wall
of the west room. Much of this same type of fresco was found again this year, but only
within the northwest room; two large fragments were pressed vertically against the mud
face of its south wall. One fragment definitely appears to have been in situ as found; the
secondlooks as though it had brokenfrom the first and had slipped slightly down the face of
the mud wall. The decorationpreservedon the fragmentsfound against the wall forms the
lower right-hand corner of a wall panel framed by a black vertical with floral decoration,
appropriatefor a positionjust above the level of the dado. All of this fresco found in 1985
was either in situ in the northwest room or in mud-brick debris within that same room,
24

Williams and Zervos, 1984, pp. 63-64.
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fallen in such a manner as to suggest panels of alternatecolors along the whole of the north
wall, divided by black verticals decoratedwith floral stalks. One type of panel apparently
had a yellow backgroundwith a compositionof one or more human figures in it.
Fragmentsof three figures painted on a yellow backgroundhave been removedfrom the
mud-brickdebris of the northwest room. These are the legs of a Hermes, part of a human
body and, probably, a lionskin, almost certainly to be associated with Herakles, and the
head of a lar, found this year. The figures appear to have representedpenates as well as at
least one lar. Hermes is a virtually standard figure of the household, as is Herakles, who
may, perhaps, be rarer but not uncommon.25Although whole walls associatedwith lararia
many times were frescoedwith household deities, the decorativeprogrammeof this northwest room seems to be more formal than should be expectedin a simple working space such
as this room. The programmeand workmanshipof the frescodo not find their best parallels
in the popular art of the period.
There is much material by which to date the occupationafter the final reconstructionof
the northwest room of Building 5. In the 1984 excavation report the artifacts from the
debris underlyingthe last two marl floors of the room were datedwithin the last half of the
2nd century after Christ.26Although in the 1985 excavation more of this debris was removed, it still cannot be dated any more precisely, but it definitely must be later than the
Hadrianic period. The evidence includes amphoras, among them a definitely post-Hadrianic water jar, 20, cooking wares, bone implements including MF-1984-67 (P1. 35), figurines, and wall frescoes. A number of the pots are fire scarred.The following catalogue is
only a small selection from the whole deposit;a number of pots have been published in the
previous excavationreport.
20.

One-handled micaceouswater jar

P1.34

C-1985-144. H. 0.497; approx. max. body diam.
0.19 m.
Moderately fine clay, scattered white inclusions,
much gold mica; clay fired dark reddish brown at
core, brown black on surfaces; fracture rough and
laminating. Surface between 1OYR 4/2 and
7.5YR 4/2.
Jar with ring foot 0.02 m. tall, grooved resting
surface, deeply recessed undersurface with nipple.
Stem, narrower than foot, curves out into elongated
fusiform body with roundedshoulder;tubular neck,
outward thickened rim. Single vertical strap handle

with broad groove up back, splayed at point of attachmenton shoulder;top of handlejoins abovemidpoint of neck with ridgejust abovejoint.
For exact parallel, see Robinson, op. cit. (under 4
above), M 125, second half of 2nd century, possibly
into 3rd century.
Figurine of Aphroditewith Priapus
P1. 34
support
MF-1985-12. H. 0.347; W. of base 0.11 m.
Tan cooking fabric going gray at core; sandy
inclusions.
Two-piece, moldmadefigurine of standing female
(Aphrodite) on rectangularpedestal. Upper part of
21.

25 For lararia and figures associated with them, see F. K. Boyce, "Corpus of the Lararia of Pompeii,"
MAAR XIV, Rome 1937. For penates, see pp. 104-105, where six Mercuries and Hercules are listed. See
also J. Ward-Perkins and A. Claridge, Pompeii A.D. 79, London 1979, cat. no. 220, where Hermes is stated
to be "verypopular in this context."
26 Williams and Zervos, 1984, pp. 64-67, there referredto as finds from the next to last floor. See nos. 20
through 38 of that catalogue.
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head framed by four braids; stephane, now largely
brokenaway, once painted yellow, sits aroundcrown
of head. Single lock of hair falls on either side of head
onto shoulders. Pupils of eyes impressed. Weight of
body is on left leg; right arm, raised to just above
shoulder, holds himation diagonally across back,
wrapping around left leg at thigh. From lower stomach, end of himation falls between feet, leaving bent
right leg bare. She wears large disk earrings, a
braceleton each upper arm and wrist. Each bracelet
has double-disk decoration,probably meant to represent spiral ends; necklace hangs with single disk
decorationto just above breast line. BeardedPriapus
in chlamys stands on fluted pedestal below her right
elbow. Rectangular base for group has horizontal
molded crown decoratedwith invertedegg-and-dart
molding, also base molding; field between decorated
with double swag.
Back has vent hole at rump level, drapery summarily executed. Traces of white slip on body and on
Priapus. Numerous air bubbles from plaster mold
visible on surface of figurine.

Fine, Corinthian, pinkish to gray-buff clay with
white and sparkling inclusions. 1OYR 6.5/2 to
4.5YR 6/6.
Two-piece, moldmade figurine of standing Artemis. Left leg slightly bent, weight on right;right arm
down, left raised at elbow to hold torchat side. Quiver projectsobliquely from behind right shoulder but
with no strap across chest. She wears a high polos,
apparentlydrapedbehind with a veil. Hair gathered
in knot on top of head. Facial features blurred. She
wears a knee-length chitoniskos with a thick roll
across the waist; a cloak hangs from her left shoulder. A deer stands at her right side, facing front,
forequarterspreservedfrom neck to feet. Back of figurine is totally unmodeled,with oval vent hole in upper back. Low plinth is half round behind; plinth is
flat acrossfront, moldedon top and bottom,and with
projecting pilaster under deer. Mold seam around
figurine pared. White slip over most of front;brownblack paint on exposed skin; torch and deer painted
yellow.

22. Figurine of Aphrodite, Knidian type
P1. 34
MF-1985-25. H. 0.254; W. of base 0.069 m.

P1.35
24. Lamp in form of boat
L-1984-12. H. with handle 0.079, to rim 0.036;
L. 0.254; W. 0.081 m.
Fine, hard, tan clay; numerous fine, sandlike and
sparklinginclusions,slightly larger white inclusions,
and voids. 5YR 6/5 (core), 2.5YR 5.5/6 (slip).
Long lamp with almond-shaped, flat bottom
framed by groovewith pellet at tip. Floor impressed

Coarse, dark reddish brown clay with sandy
inclusions.
Two-piece, moldmadefigurine of female (Aphrodite) standing on pedestal, weight on proper right
leg; right hand covering pubic area, left arm bent at
side, hand holding drapery which falls from hip to
small knob-lidded urn or amphora on a pedestal.
High coiffure in two rows frames face, with tighter
curls ringing face. One lock falls over each shoulder.
Face now missing. Necklace with disk pendant at
neck, braceleton both upper arms and at each wrist,
ending in antithetic spirals. Ankle bracelet on each
leg. Base of statuetterectangularwith plain molding
on top and bottom in front and back, pared away on
sides. Back is summarily executed with vent hole on
upper back. Sides pared;a few air bubbles, possibly
from plaster mold.
"X" across breasts and horizontal line below
breasts in white slip; jewelry, also possibly stand for
water jar, picked out in white.
23. Figurine of hunting Artemis with dog P1.34
MF-1985-14. H. 0.24 m.

with signature:

]YAMA
Rectangular body with flaring concave profile,
flat parallel rims each with five wick holes on either
side, scars from puncture strokesfor holes preserved
in interior floor. Slightly recesseddisk (largely missing) with one small fill hole preserved near rim.
Elongated volute nozzle with round end, wick hole
at tip. Opposite end of lamp rises at angle from horizontal rim; solid lug-handle rises from upward-flaring top surface. Both inside margins of rim defined
by straight line of garland, held in raised hands by
person standingon back of lion(?), which stands left,
tail raised. All but right hand of person missing. Below animal and between volutes is crouching frog,
top view, head toward nozzle.
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Pl. 34
25. Tubular stand with flaring rims
C-1984-109. H. 0.457; diam. at base rim 0.221, at
top rim 0.155 m.
For fragments found in 1984, see Williams and

Zervos, 1984, no. 33, p. 66, pl. 13, there publishedas
tubular amphora.Secondfragmentwith slightly larger neck diameternow joined to bottomof first fragment, giving complete profile.

The frescoesfromthe debrisunderthe last floorof the northwestroomare in some ways
similar to all the other frescoes recoveredfrom the East Theater Street excavations. For
instance, some fragmentsfrom this debris are decoratedwith a solid pink backgroundand
splatteredwith white; these pieces should be assigned to a dado course. This dado decoration shows that at least part of the scheme for the earliest decoration of the walls of
Building 5 lies squarelywithin the Corinthianfrescotradition.Fragmentsfrom a solid field
of slightly milky, blue green are of special interestbecauseof the graffitiscratchedinto them
(Pls. 33:a, b, 34:a). Two fragments each preserve parts of two lines of Greek; the second
(P1. 34:a) is written in a rather more skilled hand than the first (P1. 33:a). None of the
graffitiare written in Latin. Another fragmentof milky blue-green frescomay have executed on it a pictorial representationor a doodle but definitelynot an alphabeticgraffito.
CHRONOLOGY

OF BUILDING

5

Some precise limits can be given this year to the architecturalphases of Building 5. The
early Roman constructiondate, suggestedpreviouslybecause of the use of opus reticulatum
on its west facade wall and the lack of any underlying Roman remains, may have to be
lowered at least to the late 1st century, probablyto within the Flavian period. Despite the
constructionof the lower facadewall in opus quadratum and the upper in opus reticulatum,
the remains of the upper wall are so meager that the opus reticulatum there may indeed be
only a segment of "paneling",possibly combinedwith cornercoining and leveling coursesof
tile. Opus reticulatum in this form is to be found in Hadrianic constructionsat Ostia and in
the villa of Hadrian at Tivoli. If the Latin examples are to be followed for dating Greek
parallels, or at least those in Corinth, then this facade wall can be dated to the later 1st
century after Christ but may be as late as within the first half of the 2nd century. A date of
constructionno earlier than the middle of the 1st century after Christ is indicated by the
"street frescoes"themselves, piled along the west face of the opus reticulatum wall. The
deposition of the fill that containedthe frescoesmust be placed at the time of the construction of Building 5 (see p. 149 above). Because the date of the frescoesis bracketedby their
style, Building 5 cannot have been constructedbefore the developmentof the third Pompeiian wall style, customarilyconsideredto have evolvedno earlier than ca. 20-10 B.C. and
ending ca. A.D. 45.27

Among the evidencefor the date of the next to last occupationalphase of Building 5, at
least in the northwest room, are coins 1985-68, a bronze of Aelius, and 1984-137, a bronze
F. L. Bastet and M. de Vos, Propostaper una classificazionedel terzo style pompeiano (Archeol. Stud.
van het Nederlands Inst. te Rome IV), Gravenhage 1979. For a fuller discussionof the designs used in those
frescoes,see above pp. 149-150.
27
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of Antoninus Pius; those were recoveredfrom below the topmostoccupationlevel within the
northwest room. The pottery from that fill is to be dated down to the end of the 2nd century
and possibly later. The latest occupation level of the room, a floor dividing into two thin
stroses of white marl, extended over a large part of the room. On the lower of these stroses
three coins were found. Two are bronzes of Alexander Severus, 1985-55 and 1985-57, and
one, coin 1985-56, was minted in the reign of Caracalla.Last year one coin of Lucius Verus
was found on the topmost floor.28Thus by the numismaticevidencethe life of the room can
be attested at least into the 220's; the ceramicevidencedemandsan occupationdate at least
down into the middle of the century, with destructionof the building probablynot possible
before the 260's.29A scatter of coins from within trenches fashioned by wall-pilferers and
from fills that overlie the collapsedfabric of Building 5 suggest, however,that the terracing
operation, the purpose of which was to bury Building 5 with a new complex, was not
carriedout until sometimewithin the reign of Aurelian.
THE THEATER
The excavationon the west side of East Theater Streetthis year was almost entirely limited
to the expansion of the area already explored in 1984. Few new facts were establishedbut
among them were the following: The earliest buttresses of the Theater are not part of its
original Roman fabric;they were constructed,however, extremelyearly in the history of the
Roman building and may have been an effort to repair the Theater after the earthquakeof
A.D. 22/23.30 A second repair of the Theater, including the institution of a new buttress
system, probablytook place after the earthquakeof A.D. 77. At that time the course of East
Theater Street was slightly changed;Building 5 apparently was erected at the time of the
inauguration of the new street design. With these facts in hand it seems best to alter somewhat the phases of the Theater presentedin the 1984 excavationreport.31
Roman Phase 1 of this area representsthe period when the Theater was without any
freestandingbuttresses,that is, the period from sometimeafter 44 B.C., when the colony was
founded,until the first serious damageto the Roman fabric. Phase 2 startedwith the repair
to the original Roman fabric by the addition of flying buttresses built in raking courses,
possibly as a result of the earthquakeof A.D. 22/23. In the previousreportthe archaeological evidencewas interpretedto suggest a "datearound the mid-1st century after Christ but
not necessarily as late as A.D. 77." The imprecisionof this chronologyis largely due to the
small amount of closely datable pottery available from this level and the fact that the samples are from roadmetal, a type of deposit which is notorious for the lack of precision it
28 Coin 1984-36 was published in Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 83, no. 71, Coin Unit XA. In that report
floors are numberedfrom the top down, thus "firstfloor"is the top or later floor;the "secondfloor"is the one
beneath the topmost,separatedfrom it by a level of debris. From the lower level last year came coin 1984-171,
a bronze of Hadrian; Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 83, no. 84-171.
29
Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 62, nos. 15, 16, fig. 3.
30
For other evidenceof this earthquakein Corinth see K. Slane Wright, "ATiberian Pottery Deposit from
Corinth,"Hesperia 49, 1980 (pp. 135-177), esp. argumentationon pp. 174-175.
31
Williams and Zervos, 1984, pp. 68-74.
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affords. As a result it is difficult to obtain any idea of the exact amount of time it took to
constructthe buttressingof the Theater. Phase 2 apparently ended with the earthquakeof
A.D. 77. The second repair of the Roman theater initiated Phase 3, a more or less thorough
rebuilding of the cavea wall with the use of horizontally coursedbuttresses in place of the
earlier system.
The stratum of collapse signified the end of Phase 2; in it were fallen architectural
blocks,includingone inscribed,coveredby mud debrisand fragmentsof white plaster. Some
of this debris may representdestructionby human agencies, including partial demolitionin
preparationfor rebuilding. One cannot, however, distinguish an intention to rebuild. The
debriswas sealed by a thin, hard crust of chipped and powderedporos;this is the beginning
of Phase 3, over which exists evidencefor the robbingof blocksfrom the rakedcoursesof the
earlier Roman buttresses and for reconstruction,such as poros working chips that apparently accumulatedwith the cutting of new blocks. The presenceof a furnace, probablyfor
the manufactureof nails, clamps, and molten lead, shows the intentionto reconstructat this
time. The level of chipped poros in turn was covered by earth packed against the new,
horizontallycoursedbuttresses.The ground level of Phase 3 thereaftersloped dramatically
along this side of the Theater, at least from the east vomitoriumto the west facadeof Building 5 on East Theater Street. The new, steeper gradientfor the roadway, at least in the 2nd
century after Christ, became 1.06 m. high in a length of 8.80 m. as it passed Building 5.
Before this steep grade was instituted, allowing the straightening of East Theater
Street, the roadway had been used by wheeled traffic. In fact wheel ruts in the earliest
Roman roadmetal were shallow but easily distinguishable;they followed closely the buttressing around the cavea toward the southwest and then, apparently,rose to the south and
upward toward the Fountain of Glauke and Temple E. The exact position of that early
north-south road now is lost under the east edge of the colonnadedcourt that lies between
the Theater and the Odeion. The probable southward line of the road past the court may
have been partially destroyedby the constructionof the east end of the Odeion.
The roadmetal that is synchronouswith the earliest Roman buttressing system of the
Theater is not the roadmetal that came against the west facade of Building 5 but belongs
rather to a road that appears to have curved around the side of the cavea of the Theater to
avoidthe outcroppingof rockover which Building 5 was later built and into which the rockcut seats and reservoir 1985-1 had been cut. East Theater Street seems to have been
straightenedout after the secondRoman buttressingof the Theater, that is, at the beginning
of Phase 3. Only with the laying down of earthquake debris as bedding for East Theater
Street and with the raising of the ground level around the Theater itself could a roadway
rise in a continuous southward grade over the outcroppingof bedrockthat previously had
been too much of a projectionto surmount. It is apparentlywith this new layout of the road
that wheeled trafficstoppedusing East Theater Street. No cart marks or ruts were found in
any of the road surfacesthat date after A.D. 77.
In the previousexcavationreportthe beginning of Phase 3 was dated "mostprobablyin
the first quarter of the 2nd century after Christ."Only a careful analysis of all the pottery
from the destructiondebris and constructionfills associatedwith this phase will determine
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exactly when, after the earthquake, the projectof reconstructionwas undertaken.It might
have startedquite soon after the disasterand been completedquickly. The maximum duration of the reconstruction,however, is to a point within the first quarterof the 2nd century.
Building 5 was laid out at the time of the second reconstructionof the Roman theater,
starting sometime after A.D. 77, but at the moment Buildings 1 and 3 cannot be coordinated
with the chronologydevelopedabove. It is expectedthat more informationwill be recovered
in the coming season that will help make more precise a chronologystill slightly murky in
respectto those two buildings. Only after that work is done will effortsbe made to present a
fully coordinatedchronologicalpicture of the area.
BUILDING 5, PRE-ROMAN LEVELS
(P1.36:b)
Below the earliest floor of the northwest room of Building 5 was found a series of dumped
earths, apparently all brought in as constructionfill. This dump overlies earlier walls, cuttings in bedrock, and strata that attest to use of this area from the early Late Geometric
period down to late Hellenistic times.
All pre-Roman remains that have been exposed this year lie totally within the confines
of Building 5 and in East Theater Street immediatelyto the east. One Late Geometricpit
cut into poros bedrockwas found under the western half of the northwestroom (behind the
two left-hand seats in Plate 36:b). Its horizontal bottom is 68.517 m. above sea level, or at
about one meter below the lowest part of the lip of the pit. The side wall of the pit contracts
from a maximum diameterof 1.20-1.35 m. at its lip to a diameterof 0.90 m. at its floor.The
contents from the pit are extremely fragmentary;very little pottery has mended into complete profiles. The fill appears to be a secondarydump, even though the chronologicalrange
of the material spans, for the most part, no more than a 30-year period.The pit, which is cut
completely from bedrock,serves as a good illustration of the ability of the Greeks of about
750 B.C. to quarry and to trim living rock. Most likely the pit was designedfor cool storage,
probablyof foodstuffs,for it was not stuccoedin orderto retain liquids or to make it waterproof. Without a stucco lining such rock would quickly have absorbedany liquid poured
into the pit; if a healthy rainy season broughtwith it a high level of groundwater, the walls
of the pit would have becomeexceedinglydamp.
Cut into the same bedrock directly west of the Geometric pit is a line of five thrones
(P1. 36:b; edge of fifth throne hidden by shadow of scarp in middle of picture). The seats
define the southeast side of what may have been a court, bordered on its southeast and
southwest sides by a trimmed bedrockaisle.32The seats and aisle here are oriented about
32 Cf. Athens: Hill of the Muses, W. Judeich, Topographievon Athen, Munich 1931, marked"sesselplatz"
on plan I at D7. For description,see E. Curtius and J. A. Kaupert,Atlas von Athen, Berlin 1878, p. 20 with
sketch plan of the seven seats, also pl. VI, no. 4. I thank Mr. Arnush for this reference.The seats are close in
size to those at Corinth but with straighterbacks. For further discussionof the Athenian seats, as well as for
other rockcutthrones, see A. B. Cook, Zeus I, Cambridge 1914, pp. 145-147, fig. 109. Cook suggests that the
Athenian seats may have been for a tribunal that deliberatedunder the inspirationof Zeus. Thera: F. Hiller
von Gaertringen, Thera I, Berlin 1899, p. 200 and fig., 4 seats, 1 throne. Inscriptiondates within 4th century.
Because of reference in its text to sacrifice of a pig, the thrones were identified as altars; cf. D. White, The
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seven degrees east of north while Building 5, which is built over the seats, was oriented
about eight degrees west of north. The seats are not all exactly the same in dimension;
variationis due, probably,to the slope of the natural rockinto which the seats were cut. The
seats themselves are ca. 0.50 m. broad, and 0.15-0.25 m. high above the aisle in front of
them. The backsof the seats vary in height, dependingupon the conformationof the natural
rock. The aisle in front of the seats is 0.46 m. wide and slopes upward slightly from the
northeast;it makes a right angle at the southeastend of this leg, after which it slopes downward in a straightline toward the northwest.The area appearsto have been hypaethral,for
no wall backs the single line of thrones, nor was there a wall along the northwest side
oriented with the cut-rock complex. In fact an unrelated later wall stops just short of the
back of the fourth throne from the southeast corner and precludes the possibility of an
enclosure wall on the southwest side of the court, if, that is, the wall and the seats were
contemporaneousat any time within the history of the area. The wall appearsto be Hellenistic in date and to be related in no way to the design of the court.
The period of use of the seats is not easy to date since the seats themselvesare fashioned
out of bedrock.One can say only that they were coveredby a pure pre-Roman stratum (lot
1985-103). The bedrockwest of the seats was coveredby a Hellenistic level (lot 1985-104)
of sandy soil, whose pottery is datable within the 3rd century and first half of the
2nd century B.C."

PUBLICATION PLANS FOR THE EAST OF THEATER EXCAVATIONS
The East of Theater Excavationsare expected to be
completedat the end of the 1986 excavation season.
The material recoveredfrom this area has been assigned to 13 scholarsfor final publication.Geometric
well 1981-6 will be published by C. A. Pfaff. The
molded bowls from reservoir 1926-2, which lies at
the very north end of the Athena Trench, are being
readied for publicationby Dr. Charles M. Edwards
as an article in Hesperia. The detailed publicationof
the Roman pottery from the site, including amphoras, coarse, and cookingwares, has been undertaken

by Dr. Kathleen Slane and will appear in the Corinth series. This study also is expected to include the
Roman lamps found there between 1981 and 1986.
The Late Roman pottery from well 1982-1 will be
published by Dr. B. Johnson. The Greek and Roman coins from the early Theater Excavations, as
well as those recoveredfrom the Athena Trench Excavation, will be published by Mr. Mac Isaac; the
first of these articles is ready to appear in Hesperia.
The coins from the excavations of 1981 through
1986 are being published by 0. Zervos in yearly

Extramural Sanctuaryof Demeter and Persephoneat Cyrene, Libya, I, Backgroundand Introductionto the
Excavation, Philadelphia 1984, pp. 24-25. Lakonia: W. K. Pritchett, Studies in Ancient Greek Topography
IV (Passes) (University of California Publications, ClassicalStudies XXVIII), Berkeley 1982, p. 13, pls. 9,
10. Three seats here are cut in a row out of bedrock,but in size these are about double the Corinthian and
Athenian examples. In design they are not close parallels.
33 In the Hellenistic level immediately above the sandy soil was found a mold for the manufactureof Hellenistic molded bowls, MF-1 985-82. In the same area but in contaminatedfill was found a secondmold, MF1985-72.
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appendices to the excavation reports. The Roman
frescoesfrom Buildings 3 and 5 will be published by
L. Gadbery. Dr. M. McClellan is to undertakethe
publication of all the glass from the East of Theater
Excavations, except for a glass opus sectile panel
decoratedwith three fish and an eel, which will be
published by D. Oliver. Although not all the terracotta sculpture from the area has yet been assigned,
one group has already been published;see N. Bookidis, "A Hellenistic TerracottaGroup from Corinth,"
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Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 239-247, pls. 67, 68. All

marble sculpture that can be associated with the
Theater that is not already published is being
studied by Dr. M. Sturgeonand will appear as CorirnthIX, iii. A Roman marble head from the excavation of 1982 has already appeared in Hesperia; see
E. Milleker, "Three Heads of Sarapis from Corinth," Hesperia 54, 1985, pp. 121-135, pls. 24-29.
The bones recoveredfrom Building 3 will be studied
by Dr. D. S. Reese.
CHARLES

K. WILLIAMS, II

CORINTH EXCAVATIONS

APPENDIX: COINS
(PLATE

37)

Continuing excavation of Buildings 1, 3, and 5 east of the Theater, in the spring of 1985,
yielded a total of 255 coins. Practicallyall are bronze, and all, without exception, are single
finds. Only 157 of these have yielded to identification.In additionto the legible coins of this
season, the present Catalogue also includestwo pieces collectedlast year: 84-315 came from
cleaning near the South Stoa at the Roman Forum, and 84-317 came from surface earth in
the East of Theater excavationdump. Thanks are due to Dr. Nancy Bookidisfor supervising the registrationof coins at the time of excavation.
The identifiablepieces can be dividedinto the following categories:
Greek
Corinth........
Other States.........
Uncertain ........
Roman........
Byzantine........
French ........

TOTAL

58 (29 imperial)
19 (9 imperial)
15 (10 imperial)
30
35

2
159

They span the usual range from the 4th centuryB.C. to the 13th century after Christ.
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Williams states in his report34that Buildings 1, 3, and 5 were destroyedand covered
with fill before the sack of Corinth in A.D. 395. There seems to have been no reconstruction
whatsoever in the area of the three buildings for several centuries thereafter. The coins
found while excavating the three structures,during seasons 1983-1985, fall into two distinct groups: one group comprises coins struck beforeca. A.D. 400, and another comprises
coins struck after ca. A.D. 1000, with practically no coins in between. The division of the
materialand the resulting gap are not merely suggestedby the dates of the coins but are also
reinforcedby excavation this year of several coin-bearing pockets35of thoroughly mixed,
local fills which attest this phenomenon.There can be no question, numismatically,about a
desolationin this area lasting at least five centuries.The rough terrain on which Buildings
1, 3, and 5 were built, and the early obstructionof alleys or passagesleading to them, may in
part explain the long abandonmentafter the calamity of A.D. 395. This small district,associated with the southern, or unpaved, part of East Theater Street reflects therefore the
irreversibledecay of the Theater itself. Only the leveler,most northernarea, associatedwith
the paved court and the paved East-West Street,defiedthe rule by a brief and insubstantial

revivalof humanactivityafterA.D. 395.36
STRATIGRAPHIC LIST37
Additional stratified material associated with certain of the structures treated below is given in the two
previous reports:Williams and Zervos, 1983, p. 110, and Williams and Zervos, 1984, pp. 82-84.

RESERVOIR 1984-1
I. VARIOUS DUMPED DEPOSITS. 1st

century

after Christ
Lot 1984-96
84-276

84-277
85-248
34 pp.

Roman (halved as)

No. (67)38

Lot 1984-97
No. (65)
Greek (imperial)
Lot 1985-64
No. 11
Corinth (Germanicus)

85-249 Greek (by fabric)
12
85-250 Corinth (duoviri)
40
85-251 Sikyon
Note. The reservoirfills were excavated as
follows: lot 1984-96 came from the top
(elev. +65.59-64.78

m.), lot 1984-97 came

from the bottom (elev.+64.78-64.52 m.),
and lot 1985-64 came from the entire span
(elev. +65.67-64.52

m.).

129-163.

Representativeexamples are given in last year's report:Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 82, Stratigraphic
List, Unit II (Pockets A to D). Further pockets came to light this year, but they add nothing new and are
therefore omitted from this report; see, for instance, Field Notebook No. 773, pp. 40, 41, 44, 59 (baskets
nos. 24, 25, 27, 39).
36 For the numismatic record of the area to the north, see Williams and Zervos, 1981, pp. 145-163 and
Williams and Zervos, 1982, pp. 33-47.
37 Abbreviation:P/T = Pegasos/Trident.
38 Coins No. 67 and No. 65, following, were listed in last year's report; Williams and Zervos, 1984,
pp. 81-96. Coin No. 65, describedas "uncertainGreek"(op. cit., p. 88), may actually be a Corinthianduoviral
issue, Ed. 35-39 (see footnote42, p. 167 below), struckca. A.D. 4. Coin No. 67, a halved coin, is probablyto be
dated in the 20's B.C. (op. cit., p. 96,.note).
35
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THEATER BUTTRESSES WITH SLOPING
COURSES
II.

VI.

Greek (imperial)

85-194
85-195

Greek (imperial)
Greek (Hadrian)
"

Lot 1985-127
Corinth (duoviri)

85-190

85-168

"

IV.

17

Lot 1985-130
Corinth (duoviri)

85-200

85-148
85-149

No. 13

"

"

85-124
85-128
85-146
85-152
85-153
85-156
85-203

Greek (imperial)
Greek (imperial)
Corinth (tessera)
"
(anonymous)
"
(Hadrian)
"
(Trajan)

OF SOUTHWEST

VII.

No.

DESTRUCTION

85-102
85-103

No.72

85-158
85-159

Lot 1985-107
(below ash)
Greek (by fabric)
Uncertain Greek

No.
51B

VIIIA.

TOPMOST

(RAMPLIKE)

(P/T)

FLOOR

IN NORTH

End of 3rd century after

CORRIDOR.

Christ

Lot

"

WITH
BUILD-

(above ash)
Aurelian

No. 20

ROOM. 2nd century after

Lot 1985-10
Corinth (tessera)
Lot 1985-37
Corinth (Hadrian)

OVERLYING

85-189

Christ
85-46

LAYER

Lot 1985-85

DEBRIS OVER FLOOR OF

NORTHWEST

32
31
23
22

5. Late 3rd century after Christ

ROOM. 1st

BUILDING 3
DESTRUCTION

No.

ASSOCIATED

DEPOSITS

BLACK-ASH
ING

into 2nd century after Christ
Lot 1985-1441
85-106 Corinth (AugustusHadrian)

V.

No. 44

5

BUILDING

15

DEBRIS ABOVE FLOOR OF

ROOM EAST

55

"

Lot 1985-78
Argos (Hadrian)

No. 14

"

Lot 1985-144
Greek (imperial)
Greek (by fabric)

DESTRUCTION

No. 61
54

Lot 1985-79

ROOM. 2nd century after

Christ
85-111

No.

Lot 1985-43

DEBRIS ABOVE FLOOR OF

SOUTHWEST

OF

Lot 1985-41
85-167

BUILDING 1
DESTRUCTION

FLOOR

Christ39

2). Late 1st into
2nd century after Christ
Lot 1985-8
No. 34
AntigonosGonatas
85-25
Corinth (duoviri)
18
85-29
43
85-47
Messenia

85-197

III.

OVER

ROOM.2nd century after

SOUTHWEST

FILL (PHASE

DESTRUCTION

DEBRIS

DESTRUCTION

84-259

No. 33
VIIIB.

No. 26
5

BOTTOM

1984-3640

(below floor)
Maximian Hercules
FLOOR

OF EARLY

IN NORTH

CROSS-WALL.41

No. (83)

CORRIDOR

WEST

To 2nd

century after Christ

39 This fill correspondsto two consecutivelayers describedin the previousreportas "destructiondebris"and
"fill below destructiondebris,"respectively;Williams and Zervos, 1984, p. 83, StratigraphicList, Units VI,
VII.
40 Lot 1984-36 was excavatedlast year but was inadvertentlyomitted from the previousreport in Williams
and Zervos, 1984 (cf. StratigraphicList, Unit XB, p. 83).
41 Another series of Corridorfloors locatedeast of the cross-wall were unearthedlast year (test B): Williams
and Zervos, 1984, p. 83, StratigraphicList, Unit XB. For "pocket"with coin No. 85-108, listed below, see
Field Notebook No. 776, p. 24 (basket 17).
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Pocket
(abovebottomfloor)
No. 22
85-108 Corinth (Trajan)
Lot 1985-97
(under bottomfloor but abovetile drain)
No. 21
85-109 Corinth (Domitian)

85-112
85-113
85-114
85-115
85-116
85-117
85-118
IX.

Lot 1985-98
On bedrock
Corinth (P/T)
"

"

"
"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"

OCCUPATION FLOORS IN NORTHWEST

Lot 1985-102
(bottom floor and pocket below)

85-140
85-141

85-210
85-256

Corinth (P/T)
"

"

No. 5
5

Uncertain Greek
Uncertain Greek

Lots 1985-103, 1985-104
(on top of bedrock and rock-cut seats)

No. 3
1
5
5
5
5

5
ROOM.

To second quarter of 3rd century after
Christ
Lot 1985-21
(on topfloor, betweenstrosesof marl)
No. 67
SeverusAlexander
85-55
66
Caracalla
85-56
68
SeverusAlexander
85-57
Lots 1985-22, 1985-100
(topfloor and pocket below)
No. 51A
Uncertain Greek
85-54
Greek (imperial)
85-67
41
Patrai (Aelius)
85-68
3
85-135 Corinth (P/T)
29
" (A. Pius)
85-137

85-144
85-145
85-211
85-257
X.

No.39
Sikyon
38
Phlious
34
AntigonosGonatas
Greek (imperial) or Greek

OCCUPATION FLOORS IN WEST ROOM.

To

3rd centuryafter Christ
Lot 1985-108
(above top floor)

85-160
85-163
85-164

Corinth (duoviri)
Phlious
Greek (imperial)

No. 9
38A

Lot 1985-110
(top floor and pocket beneath)

85-172
85-173
85-174
85-175

Corinth (P/T)
Greek (imperial)
Argos (A. Pius)
Greek (by fabric)

No. 5
58
46

Lot 1985-111
(bottom floor to bedrock)

85-184
85-185
85-192
85-193

Tanagra (Germanicus)
Greek (by fabric)
Corinth (P/T)
"

"

No. 35
5
4A
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CATALOGUE42
The following conventionsare used in this catalogue: (1) silver coins as well as plated and billon coins are
listed by numbers in italic type; (2) an asterisk (*) means that commentaryfollows at the end; (3) a double
dagger (t) indicates that the particular piece is illustrated on Plate 37.

COINS OF CORINTH (58)
1. 11 mm.

400-146

2. 12 mm.

"

Pegasos flying 1./Trident.
Torch
Same. Aphlaston(?) ...

3. 12 mm.

"

Same. Wreath(?) ...

cf. Hesperia 36,1967,
p.370
cf. BMC 445

4. 12 mm.

"

Same. :-. . .

cf. BMC 466

4A. 12 mm.

"

Effaced/Trident.
? -Dove
Illegible or type 1./Trident.
Uncertain controls

CopSNG 183

Athena head r./Pegasos flying r.

BMC 476

5. 11-13 mm.

6. 13 mm.

B.C.

"

300-146

B.C.

BMC441

85-42
85-69
85-103
85-114
85-115
85-116
85-117
85-118

85-113
85-241
85-220
85-79
85-112
85-135
85-104
85-120
85-193
85-140
85-141
85-142
85-172
85-192
85-234
85-238
85-254
85-181

42 The
following abbreviations,in addition to those listed in footnote 1 above, are used in this catalogue:
BMC
= A Catalogueof Coins in the British Museum, 1873Greek Coins
Roman Republican Coins
Roman Imperial Coins
CopSNG = Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum,Copenhagen:Corinth,Copenhagen 1944
Crawford = M. H. Crawford,Roman Republican Coinage, I<ondon1974
DOC
= Catalogueof the Byzantine Coins in the DumbartonOaksCollectionand in the WhittemoreCollection, A. R. Bellinger and P. Grierson, edd., Washington, D.C. 1966Ed. or
= K. M. Edwards, Corinth,VI, Coins 1896-1929, Cambridge,Mass. 1933
Edwards
Fox
= E. Fox, "ColoniaLaus Julia Corinthus,"JIAN 6,1903, pp. 5-16
Grierson = P. Grierson, Byzantine Coins, London/Berkeley/Los Angeles 1982
Hendy
= M. F. Hendy, Coinage and Money in the Byzantine Empire, 1081-1261, Washington, D.C.
1969
LRBC
= R. A. G. Carson et al., Late Roman Bronze Coinage,A.D. 324-498, London 1960
M.
= T. E. Mionnet, Description de medaillesantiquesgrecques et romaines,Paris 1806-1813
M.S.
= T. E. Mionnet, Descriptionde medaillesantiquesgrecqueset romaines,Supple'ment,Paris 18191837
McClean = S. W. Grose, Catalogueof the McClean Collectionof GreekCoins, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge 1923-1929
NCP
= F. W. Imhoof-Blumerand P. Gardner,A Numismatic Commentaryon Pausanias,enlargeded.,
Chicago 1964
RIC
= The Roman Imperial Coinage, H. Mattingly et al., edd., London 1923Svor.
= J. Svoronos,Les monnaiesd'Athenes,Munich 1923-1926
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THE DUOVIRI
Aebutius-Pinnius43

7. 22 mm.

37-36

M. Antony head 1./Prow 1.

B.C.

Ed. 20

85-232

Poseidonhead r./Inscription
in wreath

Ed. 29

85-245

Aphroditehead r./Pegasos
flying r.

Ed. 26

85-150

Pegasos flying r./Inscription
in wreath

Ed. 33

85-125

Drusus head r./Inscription
in wreath
Germanicushead r./Similar
Male head r./Similar

Ed. 38 var.

t85-97

Ed. 39
Ed. 35-39

85-248
t85-235
85-250

Antonia head r./Two cornucopias

CopSNG 229 var.

t85-1 11

Caligula head r./Pegasos
walking r.

Ed. 45

85-168

Nero head 1./Statue in temple
Same/Prince crownedby Tyche

BMC549
Ed. 54

85-17
85-200

Veiled head r./Nike 1.
Roma head r./Clasped hands
holding poppy-head,etc.
Galba head r./Nike 1.

Ed. 67
Ed. 68

t85-190
85-29

Ed. 73

85-244

Primus-Hipparchus

8. 17 mm.

29-19

B.C.

Niger-Pamphilus

9. 21 mm.

9-3

B.C.

Aebutius-Pamphilus

9A. 17 mm.

3 B.C.-A.D.

4

Pollio-Priscus

*10. 21 mm.

A.D.

11. 21 mm.
*12. 20 mm.
(1, ctmk.)

4-5
"
"

Agrippa-Proculus

*13. 20 mm.

A.D.

38-39

Labeo-Plancus

14. 18 mm.

A.D.

39-40

Anaxilaus-Fronto

15. 19 mm.
16. 19 mm.

A.D.

55-56
"

Agrippa

17. 21 mm.
18. 19 mm.

A.D.

68-69
"

19. 19 mm.
Uncertain

*20. 23 mm.

Aphroditehead r./Effaced

85-106

IMPERIAL TIMES
Domitian

21. 22 mm.

A.D.

22. 22 mm.

A.D.

81-96

Head r./Poseidon seated 1.

CopSNG 275

Head r./Poseidon seated1.

Ed. 109

85-109

Trajan

43

98-117

t85-108
85-203
85-229

For this and the following duoviral issues, I follow the dates in J. H. Kent, Corinth, VIII, iii, The

Inscriptions 1926-1950, Princeton 1966, pp. 24-26.
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Hadrian

117-138

*25. 22 mm.

Bustr./Isthmusseatedl.onrock
Bust r./Bellerophon leading
Pegasos44
Bust r./Temple

26. 21 mm.
*27. 27 mm.

Bust r./Tyche l.
Bust r./Hephaistos 1.

*23. 22 mm.
24. 25 mm.

A.D.

"

Ed. 115
NCP, p. 13, 3

85-156
85-212

Hesperia 49,1980,
p. 17, 87a
M.S.555
Ed. NOT45

85-28
t85-102
t85-83

Antoninus Pius

28. 25 mm.
*29. 28 mm.

A.D.

138-161

Headr./Ino, sea-deity
Head r./Zeus or Apollo r.

Ed. 135

85-53
85-137

ANONYMOUS
*30. 13 mm.
31. 14 mm.

Early Imperial Dolphin r./Wreath
Pegasos flying 1./Dolphin r.

Fox 2 var.
Fox 17b

t85-43
85-153

TESSERAE
32. 21 mm.
33. 20 mm.

Early Imperial Unstamped/Melikertes on
dolphin r.
Unstamped/Pegasos flying r.

Ed. 230

85-152

Ed. 231

85-46
85-48

COINS OF OTHER GREEK MINTS (19)
MACEDONIA TO MEGARIS
Antigonos Gonatas

34. 17 mm.

277-239

35. 15 mm.

Germanicus
A.D. 4-19

B.C.

Athena head r./Pan erectingtrophy. Ed. 240
Controlseffaced

85-25
85-211

Tanagra

Head r./Apollo facing
(Rev. centeringhole)

BMC 57

t85-184

Athenaheadr./Athena
moving r.

Svor.,pl. 85:27

t85-9

Apollo head r./Lyre

BMC 11

Athens

36. 20mm.

179-244
(Walker)

A.D.

Megara

37. 20 mm.

307-243

B.C.

85-228

PELOPONNESOS
Phlious

*38. AR
0.87 g.

360-322

B.C.

Bull butting 1.I/Wheel in which
two grape bunches,and

McClean 6222 var.

t85-145

(DI W9(?)
44 In a rare version of the composition,goddessAthena fills in for Bellerophon.A coin depictingthat version
was found in the 1981 excavations (coin 81-74) but was erroneouslydescribedin Williams and Zervos, 1981,
p. 150, no. 19. The type is correctlyidentifiedin NCP, p. 154, no. 3a ("AthenaChalinitis taming Pegasus").
Coin 81-74 is illustratedhere on Plate 37: A.
45 NOT = rare or unpublished variety.
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38A. 13 mm.
39. 12 mm.
40. 15 mm.

431-371

B.C.

Sikyon
330-200 B.C.
(Warren)
to 146 B.C.

Effaced/? with pellets(?)

cf. BMC 13

85-163

Dove flying r./UI in wreath

BMC 138

Dove flying 1./Wreath
in which ...

cf. BMC 92

85-94
85-144
84-315
85-251

*41. 20 mm.

Patrai
Aelius
A.D. 136-138

Head r./Hera seated 1.

NCP, p. 80,9

*42. 24 mm.

Elis
Hadrian
A.D. 117-138

Bust r./HACI(O)Nin wreath

BMC 157

85-275

Demeter head 1./ME

BMC 6

85-47

Head r./Athena 1.

NCP, p. 160,21

85-124

Head r./Isis 1.

M. 42

85-107

Head r./Zeus 1.
Head r./Temple on mountain

Ed. NOT
BMC 165

85-174
85-176

Bust r./Tyche 1.

Ed. NOT

t85-219

43. 13 mm.
44. 21 mm.
45. 18 mm.
*46. 23 mm.
47. 23 mm.

*48. 21 mm.

Messenia
370-280 B.C.
Argos
Hadrian
A.D. 117-138
A. Pius
A.D. 138-161
"

S. Severus
A.D. 193-211
Orchomenos
Caracalla
A.D. 198-217

t85-68

COINS OF UNCERTAIN GREEK MINTS (15)
49. 18 mm.

400-31

B.C.

Head r., female, in Corinthianhelmet/

85-213

... ITQ(N) Nude figure r. or 1., holding. . .

50.
51.
51A.
51B.

16 mm.
18 mm.
13 mm.
18 mm.

*52.
53.
*54.
*55.
56.
57.

17 mm.
20 mm.
21 mm.
25 mm.
21 mm.
20 mm.

"
"
"
"

Imperial
"
"
"
"
"

58. 21 mm.

"

*59. 20 mm.

"

60. 22 mm.
61. 18 mm.

"

"

Head r., male(?)/Nude figure1.,holding ...
Head r., female(?), in crenelatedcrown/Effaced
Wolf's head 1./Effaced (Argos?)
Head r., male/Horse prancingr.
(Philip II or AlexanderIII)
Head r. (Domitian?)/Tall figure and child(?)
Head or bust r. (Trajan?)/Effaced
Hadrian bust r., laureate/Nude male figurer.
Hadrian head r./Figure 1.(Rev. centeringhole)
Caracallabust r., laureate/Effaced
Head r., beardless(?)/Figure r. or 1.
(PeriodA.D. 20-120)
Bust r., female/Artemis r., shootingarrow
(PeriodA.D. 180-220)
Head or bust r., male/. . .EITQNFigure r. or 1.
(Obv.centeringhole)
Head r., male/Two figures,altar(?) betweenthem
Head r./Figure r. or 1.(Obv.centeringhole)

85-61
85-139
85-54
85-159
85-49
85-204
85-195
85-197
85-183
85-226
85-173
85-90
85-208
85-194
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ROMAN COINAGE: EARLY (1 1)
PRE-IMPERIAL

62. As
15.46 g.

to 100

B.C.

head, I/Prow r., I
(Uncertain controls)

cf. BMC I, 2358

Janus

DOMITIAN,

85-130

81-96

A.D.

Rome

*63. Den.

A.D.

93-94

IMPXXIICOS XVI CENS PPP

BMC II, 216

t85-157

Minerva fighting r. on prow
COMMODUS,

*64.

Ses.

Rome
177-192

A.D.

A.D.

177-192

SALVS...

SC Salus 1.

COMMODUS

OR MARCUS

cf. BMC IV, 474

85-122

cf. BMC IV, 572

85-78

AURELIUS

Rome

*65. Ses.

A.D.

161-192

PMTRP... Aequitas(?) 1.
CARACALLA,

A.D.

198-217

Rome

*66. As

A.D.

198-217

VICTORIAEBRIT(TANNICAE)SCcf.BMCV,828

85-56

Victory writing on shield r.
SEVERUS

ALEXANDER,

A.D.

222-235

Rome

67. Ses.

A.D.

230

PMTRPVIIIICOS IIIPPSC

BMC VI, 634

t85-55

BMC VI, 858

85-57

RIC V, i, 226

85-44

Sol r.

68. Ses.

A.D.

232

PMTRPXI COS IIIPPSC
Sol l.
GALLIENUS,

A.D.

253-268

Rome or Milan

69. Ant.

A.D.

260-268

LAETITIA
AVG Laetitia 1.

or 489
SALONINA

Rome or Siscia

70. Ant.

A.D.

253-268

PIETASAVG.. . Pietas 1.

cf. RIC V, i,

85-59

p.111,33,34
AURELIAN,

A.D.

270-275

Milan

71. Ant.

A.D.

272-273

FORTVNAREDVXFortuna

RICV, i, 128F

85-218

seated 1. (Officina T)
*72. Ant.

Siscia
272-273

A.D.

IOVI CONSER Prince and Jupiter

(Officind Q, control*)

RICV, i, 225F

t85-189
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ROMAN COINAGE: LATE (19)
DIOCLETIAN,

A.D.

284-305

Heraclea

73. 20 mm.

A.D.

295-296

CONCORDIA MILITVM
Prince

RIC VI, 13

85-27

RIC VI, 16b

85-4

RIC VIII, 110

85-16

and Jupiter (Officina B)
MAXIMIAN

HERCULES,

A.D.

286-305

Cyzicus

74. 19 mm.

A.D.

295-296

CONCORDIA MILITVM
Prince
and Jupiter (Officina
II,

CONSTANTIUS

A.D.

A)
337-361

Nicomedia

75. 15 mm.

A.D.

355-361

FELTEMPREPARATIOFH346
(Officina A, control M)

CONSTANTIUS

GALLUS

(CAESAR),

A.D.

351-354

Cyzicus

*76. 22 mm.

A.D.

351-354

FELTEMPREPARATIOFH3

RICVIII, 101

85-273

(Obv. C)
JULIAN

II,

A.D.

360-363

Uncertain

77. 15 mm.

A.D.

355-363

SPESREIPVBLICE
Virtus 1.
THEODOSIUS

cf. LRBC II, 2054

85-170

cf. RIC X, 62b

85-1

I, A.D. 379-395

Thessalonica

78. 14 mm.

A.D.

383-388

GLORIAREIPVBLICE
Camp gate
UNCERTAIN

EMPEROR

Uncertain mint

*79. 10-17 mm.

[]Two princes,globe betweenthem 85-34
85-162
[]Victory 1.,draggingcaptive
85-253
[]Virtus 1.
85-82
[]Cross
85-276

FELTEMPREPARATIO,etc.
Same
GLORIAEXERCITVS
Two soldiers,one standard
VOT X MVLT... in wreath

85-268
85-274
85-151

FELTEMPREPARATIO

85-15

VOTXX MVLTXXX ...

85-165

(FH3 or uncertainFl-I)

85-20
85-169

85-123

in wreath

46 FH = Fallen Horseman. The number refersto the principalvarieties (1-4) of the Fallen Horseman type
describedin LRBC, p. 108. If the type is unclear, there is no number.
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BYZANTINE COINAGE (35)
JUSTIN II, A.D.

565-578

Uncertain

*80. 18 mm.

A.D.

565-578

MANNO to 1.(Justin and Sophia)
NICEPHORUS

III, A.D.

cf. DOC I, 22

85-7

DOC III, ii, 9

84-317
85-38
85-91

DOCIII,ii,p. 685,
Class D
DOCIII,ii, p. 690,
Class F
DOC III, ii, p. 692,
Class G
85-119
85-131
85-2
85-5
85-31

85-73

Hendy, pl. 8:16

85-13
85-62
85-52
85-65
85-74
85-75
85-80
85-209

1078-1081

Constantinople

*81. 22 mm.
A.D. 1078-1081 Christ figure (between stars)/
(1, overstr.)
Cross and circle C 'F
NA
ANONYMOUSFOLLES

82. 26mm.
(overstr.)
83. 26mm.

A.D.

A.D.

1050-1060 Christonthronewithback/
Inscription
1060-1065 Christonthronewithoutback/
Same
1065-1070 Christ bust/Virgin bust

84. 26 mm.
A.D.
(overstr.)
85. 22-25 mm. A.D. 1075-1080 Christ bust/Cross with florals
(DOC III, ii, p.696, Class I)
(1, overstr.)
*86. 22-27 mm. A.D. 1085-1092 Christ bust/Half-length figure
of Virgin
(5, overstr.)
(DOC III, ii, p. 702, Class K)
ALEXIUS I, A.D.

85-86
85-89
85-187
85-215
85-32
85-33
85-81

1081-1118

Thessalonica

87. Tetart.
A.D. 1092-1118 Christfigure/Emperorfigure
(clipped)
88. Tetart.
Cross C ( /Emperor bust
AA A
(6, clipped)
(Hendy, pl. 8:10)

MANUEL

I, A.D.

85-8
85-10
85-18
85-36
85-45

1143-1180

Unattributed

*89. HalfA.D. 1143-1180
/Emperor bust with
tetart. (2.65 g.)
labarum
90. HalfSt. George bust/Similar
tetart. (2.44 g.)
UNCERTAIN

91. 17 mm.
(1.65 g.)

after A.D. 1092

Hendy,pl. 18:1

85-11

Hendy, pl. 18:3

85-271

cf. Hendy, pl. 8:16

85-35

EMPEROR

Christ figure/Emperor bust
or figure
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92. 21 mm.
(4.0 g.)

"

Effaced/Emperorbust

cf. Hendy, pl. 17:11

85-166

ANONYMOUS
ISSUEOFTREBIZOND

93. Follis
(7.49 g.)

A.D. 1000-1200 Christ bust/Cross on floral base

Grierson 1002

t85-72

FRENCH COINAGE (2)
Louis IX,

*94. Den. (billon)

1226-1270
+LVDOVICVSREXCross/
cf. Ed. 32
+TVRON( )S CIVISCastle Tournois
A.D.

t85-70

Louis VIII or IX
95. Den. (billon)

+LVDOVICVSREXCross/
+TVRONVS CIVICastle Tournois

Ed. 32

85-3

NOTES
(10) In this variant of the issue, the reverse legend is C-HEIO POL/LIONEITER/C-MVSSIO
PR/ISCO11VIR.
(12) This coin has no readable inscriptions,but the form of the obverse head and reverse wreath
(parsley wreath) provethat it is a strikingof the duoviralpair C. Heius Pollio and C. Mussius
Priscus. The countermark prominently displayed on the obverse is of an unusual kind
(P1. 37).
(13) The inscriptionscannot be restoredcompletelybut seem to be differentlyarrangedfrom those
in CopSNG (here on obv.:AVGVS(TAANTONIA); P1.37).
(20) The obversetype of this very damagedcoin seems to be head of Aphroditer., hair bound with
crossedcords. Depending on the reverse,now completelylost, this could be an issue of either
the duoviral pair Niger-Pamphilus (as No. 9 above) or of emperorHadrian (BMC 696).
(23) All legends effaced.
(25) The inscriptionsare practicallygone. The only legible letters are COR, to left of temple on the
reverse.
(27) ... TRAIAN... HADRI... Hadrian bust r., draped, laureate
Rev.... IVL... Hephaistos 1., holding hammer and tongs
(P1. 37)
This rare type with Hephaistos is also used on the Corinthianissues of other emperorssuch as
Marcus Aurelius and Caracalla.
(29) Only a small portion of this coin is preserved.The emperor's cropped beard, long straight
neck, and the inscriptionANT(ONINVS AVG PIV)$on the obverseside show it to be an issue
of Antoninus Pius. The reversefigure, preservedfrom the thighs down, is probablya Zeus or
Apollo as depicted,respectively,in NCP, pl. E:LXXXIX, and ZfN 24, 1904, pl. 2:11.
(30) CORINT Dolphin r., fillet in mouth; diagonal trident
Rev. Pine wreath
(P1. 37)
Possible parallels of this coin are describedin Fox, no. 2, and Leake, Numismata Hellenica,
London 1854, p. 40.
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(38) Ethnic and control are generally placed in opposite compartments of the subdivided
wheel, X(, X. In this specimen, the letters ((F and VJor VqN)are set in adjacent
compartments(P1. 37).
(41) (L AE)LIOCAFSAP... Aelius head r., bare
Rev. CO1 A(A) P?ATRENS
Woman seated 1.on high throne
(P1. 37)
The word CAESAR, on the obverse, is renderedwith imperfect lettering. Reverse detail is
unclear;the objectheld in the woman's left hand, a pomegranateaccordingto BMC (no. 31),
here seems to be an objectshaped T{ (idol?).
(42) Obverse legend effaced.
(46) AVT ANTQNIN ... Head of Antoninus r., laureate
Rev. A(PF)IQN Zeus r., nude, holding spear;at feet, eagle
For other Argive issues bearing this particular reverse, see NCP, p. 36, no. 11
(pl. K:XXVIII).
(48) ANTQNINO ... Caracalla bust r., laureate, draped
Rev. OPXOMENIQN Tyche 1.,with rudderand cornucopia
(P1. 37)
For a similar issue of Orchomenos,in which Tyche holds a patera instead of cornucopia,see
NCP, p. 97, no. 3.
(52) Coins of similar style and fabric are described in BMC Central Greece, p. 93, nos. 27-29
(Thespiai).
(54, 55) The imperial names and titles on these two pieces are effaced, but the effigies are in both
instances certainly Hadrianic.
(59) Possibly a Peloponnesian mintage of a city such as Asopos (ACQnEITQN), Megalopolis
(MEFAAOnOAEITQN),etc.
(63) CENS is written as "CFNS"(rev.).
(64) Only SC is legible (rev.).
(65) No readable inscriptions.
(66) Obverse inscriptioneffaced.
(72) Attribution of this coin of Aurelian to Siscia and the reading of the mintmark are due to
Messrs. Roger Bland and Markus Weder. I thank them both.
(76) Unclear mintmark.
(79) One of the fel temp reparatiocoins has on its reverse the letter M (85-20), and another has
*M-(85-274).On another coin the mintmarkis SMNF (85-151).
(80) Only a small section of this coin is preserved.
(81) 85-38 is struckover an anonymousfollis of Class H. On 84-317 (last year's find), the obverse
is obliterated.
(86) The coins are restruckas follows:
85-5, -32, -33, -81: over Class J
85-2: over Class J, and over Class H (?)
(89) Restruckon a half-tetarteronof the same variety, obverseon reverse.
(94) The reverseinscriptioncan probablybe restoredTVRON(V)S CIVIS.But if the blurredletter
is an 1, which fits the space better than the V, the inscription would be TVRONIS CIVIS
(P1. 37), a very rare variant of the type.
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East TheaterStreet,Buildings1, 3, and 5, fromthe south

PLATE 26
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Building 1 with Building 3 in the background,from the north
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a. Buildings 1 and 3 with party wall and fallen blocks, from the east
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PLATE 28
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a. Building 3, southeast room from the west at end of season
b. Building 3, northwest room from the east
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PLATE 29
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a. Building 3, largest oven from the west

b. Building 3, southwest room from the
west before removal of fallen blocks

c. Building 3, southwest room from the northwest before removal of fallen blocks
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9, side view
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MF-1985-35
a. Wall fresco from Building 3
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a. Wall fresco from Building 3, detail
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Graffito
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PLATE 34

a. Graffito
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Fresco fragment
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PLATE 36
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a. Building 5, street facade with downspout and reservoirat right, from the west
b. Bedrockunder northwest room of Building 5, from the northwest
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